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Abstract 
 
 
In this research, laboratory physical models of chute spillways of different 
slopes and widths were constructed and used to confer relations defining water 
surface profile over the crest , discharge coefficient , and hence the discharge 
equation . 
 
The first runs of the model were used to develop the data needed to determine 
the water surface profile over the crest , which is an important parameter in the 
design of chute spillway  . Then the equation defining this profile is established 
. The experimental results reveal that the water surface profile over the crest is 
greatly affected by the slope of the chute channel .  
 
Also it is found that the crest shape and the slope of the chute channel are the 
major factors that affect the value of the discharge coefficient CD .  
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 ﺗﻤﻬﻴﺪ
 
  
ﺘﻘﺼﺎﺀ ﻭ ﺍﻟﻜﺸﻑ ﻋﻥ ﺍﻟﺠﺭﻴﺎﻥ ﻓﻭﻕ ﻤﻔﻴﺽ ﺫﻭ ﻗﻨﺎﺓ ﻫﺫﺍ ﺍﻟﺒﺤﺙ ﺩﺭﺍﺴﺔ ﻤﻌﻤﻠﻴﺔ ُﺃﻋﺩﺕ ﺒﻐﺭﺽ ﺍﻻﺴ
ﻟﻠﻤﻔﻴﺽ ﻭُﺃﺴﺘﺨﺩﻤﺕ ﻟﺘﻌﻁﻰ ﻋﻼﻗﺔ ﺘﻭﻀﺢ ﺸﻜل ( ﻤﺠﺴﻡ ) ﺼﻤﻤﺕ ﻟﻬﺫﺍ ﺍﻟﺒﺤﺙ ﻨﻤﺎﺫﺝ . ﻤﺎﺌﻠﺔ 
 .، ﻤﻌﺎﻤل ﺍﻟﺘﺼﺭﻴﻑ ، ﻭ ﻤﻥ ﺜﻡ ﻋﻼﻗﺔ ﺘﻭﻀﺢ ﻤﻌﺎﺩﻟﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺼﺭﻴﻑ ( ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺴﻭﺏ ) ﻤﻨﺤﻨﻲ ﺴﻁﺢ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﺀ 
  
 ﻜل ﻤﻨﺴﻭﺏ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﺀ ﻓﻭﻕ ﻗﻤﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻔﻴﺽ  ،ﺭﻜﺯﺕ ﺍﻟﻨﺘﺎﺌﺞ ﺍﻟﻤﻌﻤﻠﻴﺔ ﺍُﻷﻭﻟﻰ ﻟﻬﺫﻩ ﺍﻟﺩﺭﺍﺴﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻤﻌﺭﻓﺔ ﺸ
  ﻭ ﻗﺩ  ُﺃﺴﺘﻨﺒﻁﺕ ﻤﻌﺎﺩﻟﺔ ﻋﺎﻤﺔ.  ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻰ ﺘﻌﺘﺒﺭ ﻋﺎﻤﻼﹰ ﻫﺎﻤﺎﹰ  ﻓﻰ  ﺘﺼﻤﻴﻡ ﺍﻟﻤﻔﻴﺽ ﺫﻭ ﺍﻟﻘﻨﺎﺓ  ﺍﻟﻤﺎﺌﻠﺔ  
 .ﺃﻭﻀﺤﺕ ﺍﻟﻨﺘﺎﺌﺞ ﺍﻟﻤﻌﻤﻠﻴﺔ ﺃﻥ ﺸﻜل ﻤﻨﺤﻨﻲ ﺴﻁﺢ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﺀ ﻴﻌﺘﻤﺩ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻤﻴل ﺍﻟﻘﻨﺎﺓ . ﻟﺘﻭﻀﻴﺤﻪ 
  
  ﻟﻘﻨﺎﺓ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﺌﻠﺔ ﻴﻌﺘﻤﺩ  ﺒﺼﻭﺭﺓ ﺭﺌﻴﺴﻴﺔ ﻋﻠﻰﻜﺫﻟﻙ ﺃﺜﺒﺘﺕ ﺍﻟﺩﺭﺍﺴﺔ  ﺃﻥ  ﻤﻌﺎﻤل ﺍﻟﺘﺼﺭﻴﻑ ﻟﻠﻤﻔﻴﺽ ﺫﻭ ﺍ
 . ﺸﻜل ﻗﻤﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻔﻴﺽ ﻭﻤﻴل ﺍﻟﻘﻨﺎﺓ 
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A  Area of flow  
C  Factor of flow resistance 
CD  Discharge coefficient 
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Fr  Froude number 
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Hd  Spillway head 
L  Model width 
L0  Model length 
Ls  Length of the weir  
n  Exponent factor 
P  Height of the weir 
q  Discharge per unit width 
Q  Discharge 
R  Hydraulic radius of wetted section 
RMSE  Root mean square error 
Sf  Slope of the energy grade line    
Sw  Slope of the water surface           
S0  Slope of the channel bed         
V  Average flow velocity  
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y  Water depth  
yc  Critical depth 
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Chapter ( 1 ) 
 
Introduction 
 
1.1 Introduction : 
 
Spillways are safety structures, provided for dams to release excess or flood 
water, which cannot be stored in the dam. It is an extremely important feature 
of any dam project. The basic purpose of the spillway is to pass excessive 
inflows into the reservoir or from reservoir storage, which would otherwise 
encroach on the upper point of the dam, threaten overtopping, and possibly 
failure of a dam.  
 
Design and construction of a safe spillway is very important ; many failures of 
dam have been caused due to spillways of insufficient capacity.  So the 
spillway must be hydraulically and structurally adequate and must be located 
so that spillway discharges will not erode the downstream toe of the dam. The 
hydraulic design of spillway may influence by project functions and their 
overall social, environmental, and economics effects. Optimum hydraulic 
design and operation requires awareness by the designer of the reliability, and 
accuracy of the data used. 
 
After many years of investigations and observations, it is remarkable that the 
chute spillway still remains an important issue of research. The behaviors of 
broad crested weirs falling free and ogee spillway, siphon spillway, and shaft 
spillway have been well studied. However, spillways with chute channel are 
still in need for further investigation.  
 
In spillway studies, one of the most fundamental results is the determination of 
the water surface shape. Knowledge of the water surface shape is required for 
the design of spillway channel, abutment walls, and downstream stilling basin. 
Likewise, the determination of the discharge coefficients DC for the spillway is 
very important. Various spillway shapes and geometry provides different 
discharge coefficient. For all spillway models, knowledge of the coefficient DC  
will permit better management and operation of the spillway and hence the 
reservoir. 
 
1.2 Study objectives : 
 
The objectives of this study research are to investigate and understand the 
behavior of flow over a chute spillway, find a relation to define water surface 
profile, and to study the effect of slope and different chute width on the 
discharge coefficient.  
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Three physical models of chute spillways were constructed at the laboratory for 
the purpose of this study. The models were tested using two different chute 
slopes and two different crest widths. 
 
1.3 Study organization : 
 
In this study the first chapter is the introduction. Chapter two has been 
extensively prepared to include literature related to the study topics. This 
includes types of flow, specific energy, hydraulic jump phenomena, spillway 
types and components, in addition to the factors that influencing the chute 
spillway design.  
 
The third chapter addresses the basic concepts of flows over chute spillway, 
different means of controlling the flow over spillway crest, and the hydraulic 
modeling theory.  
 
Chapter four explains the experimental setup, processes data collection, and 
measurement procedure in addition to results tabulation.  
 
In chapter five the data and the experimental results of the study are analyzed. 
The values of the discharge, critical flow depth, Froude number, and the 
discharge coefficient DC  for chutes spillway are calculated. Also a relation 
defining the water surface profile of the chute spillway is derived. A 
comparison between the discharge values obtained from the measured data 
with that computed from the derived equations for each model are also 
represented. 
 
In chapter six conclusion and recommendations of the study were given.  
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Chapter ( 2 ) 
 
 Literature Review 
 
In this chapter a review of the literature related to the study topics is given . 
The material is mainly related to open channel flow. Since uniform flow 
formulae and concepts are important to explain and analyze many of the flow 
phenomena then we will start this chapter by considering first the types of open 
channel flows.   
 
2.1  Types Of  Flow : 
  
For rigid boundary channels these are :  
 
1 . Uniform flow .   
2 . Gradually varied flow .   
3 . Rapidly varied flow . 
4 . Spatially varied flow .  
 
This classification is based on variation of flow parameters such as the velocity 
with the distance in the flow direction .  
 
2.1.1  Uniform Flow : 
 
The concept of uniform flow is the base to understand the behavior of flow in 
open channel hydraulics , it occurs when : 
 
1 : The flow  velocity  and the  depth do not vary  with  the  traveled  distance 
     downstream . 
 
2 : The slope of energy grade line fS , water surface slope wS , and channel bed 
      slope 0S  are  all parallel , i.e. 
      
                                             fS   =  wS   =  0S                                            (2.1) 
 
Many empirical formulas have been established for the computational purposes 
of uniform flow. Most of these formulas can be expressed in the form of : 
  
                                              βα fSRCV ××=                                        (2.2) 
 
Where : 
 
V  = Average flow velocity . 
R  = Hydraulic radius of wetted section . 
 4
fS  = Energy slope . 
C   = Factor of flow resistance . 
α  & β  = Coefficient . 
 
In fact the above relation is just one form of the flow resistance relations . 
 
2.1.2 Non - Uniform Flow : 
 
The gradually & rapidly varied flow , and spatial flow belong to non – uniform 
flow class . 
 
2.1.2.1 Gradually Varied Flow ( G V F ) :  
 
Gradually varied flow is a non-uniform flow which occurs when the depth of 
flow in an open channel varies with longitudinal distance gradually over a long 
distance .i.e.  the depth of flow changes rather slowly with distance  .  
 
                                         
21 r
f
F
SS
x
y O
−
=
∂
∂ −                                                    (2.3) 
 
This is the general equation of gradually varied flow which is a differential 
equation corresponding to the water surface profile of gradually varied flow. 
The above equation is non-linear and its solution is achieved using numerical 
or graphical approaches. However, the traditional methods such as the standard 
step method (SSM) or the direct step method (DSM) are well known where 
they can be programmed easily.  
 
2.1.2.2  Rapid Varied Flow  ( R V F ) :  
 
Rapid varied flow is a non-uniform flow occurs when the depth of flow 
changes rapidly over a short distance ,  such as the case of the flow over 
spillway channels and chutes channel . The equation of  R V F are rather 
complicated ones . Like the case of  G V F they are non-linear relations and 
requires trial and error procedure . 
 
2.1.2.3  Spatially Varied Flow  : 
 
Spatially varied flow is defined as flow in which the discharge varies in the 
direction of flow. This type of flow occurs when water added or subtracted 
along the channel reach, such as the case of side channel spillways and gutters 
for conveying storm water runoff.  
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2.2  Uniform flow - specific energy and critical flow : 
 
The specific energy E can be defined as the height of the energy line above the 
channel bed. 
 
                                                  
g
vyE
2
2
+=                                                    (2.4) 
 
2.2.1  Specific energy curve :  
 
The specific energy curve defines how E  will vary with y for a given constant 
value of q .  
 
Plotting of E  vs y  shows that the resulting curve has two asymptotes 
( ) 0  =− yE  and y = 0 , as shown in Fig (2.1) which is known as the specific 
energy diagram . 
 
As the figure demonstrates the specific energy declines to a minimum value at 
point C and then increases again .The depth and velocity at the inflection point 
C are called the critical depth , cy , and the critical velocity , cv . 
 
For every value of the specific energy E  there are two possible depths of flow. 
When the depth is above the critical value the flow is referred to as subcritical. 
For depths below the critical value the term supercritical is applied. 
 
2.2.2  Critical flow : 
 
Critical flow can be defined as the state at which the specific energy E is a 
minimum for a given q .  
                                   
                                                   
3/12
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
=
g
q
yc                                                (2-5) 
 
Now when the flow depth y  > cy  then we have rF  < 1 which corresponds to 
subcritical flow. If  y  < cy  then rF  > 1 and the flow is supercritical flow as 
discussed above. 
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2.3  Flow resistance relation : 
 
These relations are developed for uniform flow . The basic assumptions behind 
these relation are : 
 
1 . The flow is uniform . 
2 . The flow resistance is proportional to the square of the average velocity . 
3 . The channel is straight with no bends .   
 
2. 3.1  Manning equation : 
 
The Manning equation defines the flow velocity in the form of  
 
                                           
n
SR
V
2/13/2
=                                                   (2.6) 
 
Where V is the mean velocity, R  is the hydraulic radius, S is the slope of 
energy line, and n is the Manning resistance coefficient.  
 
Of all uniform flow formulas Manning formula has become the most widely 
used relation for open channel flow computations to the ease in which the 
method can be used , and to the large volume of reference data available to 
correlate resistance coefficient with boundary  roughness . 
 
The Manning resistance coefficient is a variable that depends on a number of 
factors such as surface roughness , vegetation , channel alignment , and channel 
irregularity . The value of Manning resistance coefficient  n  is reported in 
many hydraulic publications . 
 
2.3.2  Chezy equation :        
 
The Chezy equation defines velocity in the terms of the hydraulic radius R , the 
slope S , and the chezy resistance coefficient C in the form of   
 
                                              ( ) 2/1SRCV ×=                                               (2.7) 
 
Where V is the mean velocity, R is the hydraulic radius . 
 
The resistance coefficient, C , is commonly known as the chezy coefficient, 
and in practice is determined by either measurement or estimated. It is a pure 
number but has dimension of  
T
L
2/1
 .  Many formula have been established for 
the determination of chezy resistance coefficient . Ganguillet and Kutter 
established a formula expressing the value of chezy coefficient in terms of the 
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hydraulic radius R  , the slope S  , and the coefficient of roughness  n  . In the  
SI  system  of units , the formula is  
 
                                
( ) ⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ++
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ++
=
2/1
28.3
00281.0
6.411
00281.0811.1
65.41552.0
R
n
S
SnC                      (2.8) 
 
where n is a coefficient , known as  Kutter  coefficient  that depends  on  the 
boundary roughness . 
 
 
2.3.3  Darcy – Weisbach  equation : 
 
Darcy – Weisbach deduced a formula to express the friction losses in terms of a 
friction factor, f , as  
 
                                          
g
V
D
L
fh f
2
2
=                                                     (2.9)                             
Where : 
 
fh  =  The friction losses . 
L   =  The pipe length . 
D  =  Pipe inside diameter . 
V  =  Average  velocity . 
 
The Darcy–Weisbach equation is generally adopted for pipe flow calculations .  
 
For the open channel , the equation may written as  
  
                                            
g
V
R
L
fhf
24
2
=                                                    (2.10) 
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2.4  Hydraulic jump : 
 
2.4.1  General :  
 
Flow changes from the supercritical to subcritical state will usually occur in the 
form of a hydraulic jump .  The hydraulic jump consists of an abrupt rise of the 
water surface in the region of impact between rapid , supercritical , and tranquil 
, subcritical , flows . Flow depths before and after the jump are less than and 
greater than critical depth , respectively . Large turbulence, surface waves, and 
energy dissipation accompany the zone of impact of the jump. Hydraulic jump 
involves the principles of conservation of momentum . This principles states 
that the pressure plus momentum of the entering flow must equal the pressure 
plus momentum of the existing flow plus the sum of the applied external forces 
in the basin . In other words , the difference between the entering momentum 
function and the leaving momentum function is equal to the resultant force . 
                
For rectangular sections the hydraulic jump will form when the Froude Number 
1rF , the entering flow depth 1y , and the sequent flow depth 2y satisfy the 
following equation  
 
                                                          ( ) ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −+= 1181
2
1 2
1
2
1
2
rFy
y
                                (2.11)                                  
          
 Where :  
                                           ( ) 2/11
1
yg
V
Fr =                                                       
 
2.4.2  Types of jump :  
          
According to the studies of  the  U . S  Bureau of reclamation , these  types can 
be classified according to the  rF  of the incoming  flow  ,  as follows : 
 
1 .  Undular jump ( 1 < rF  < 1.7 ) , a very weak jump , characterized only by 
      small surface undulation near the jump . 
 
2 . Weak jump  ( 1.7 < rF  < 2.5 )  , a small jump  , characterized by a series 
     of  small rollers  on the otherwise smooth surface , with fairly uniform 
     velocity distribution through the cross - section , and a low energy loss . 
 
3 . Oscillating  jump  ( 2.5 < rF  < 4.5 )  ,  there is an oscillating jet entering 
     the jump bottom to surface and back again with no periodicity , resulting 
     in generation of strong surface waves . 
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4 . Steady  jump  ( 4.5 < rF  < 9.0 )  , a stable jump , with the jet leaving the 
     floor in essentially the same vertical plane as the downstream extremity  
     of the surface roller . Energy dissipation ranges from 45 to 75 % . 
 
5 .  Strong  jump   ( 9.0 < rF  )  ,  a jump characterized by a very strong jet  
      entering  the  jump and leaving the  floor  upstream  from  the point of   
      termination of the jump . Energy dissipation may reach 85 % . 
  
2.4.3  Characteristics of the hydraulic jump :  
  
2.4.3.1   Energy loss : 
 
The primary function of the hydraulic jump is the dissipation of energy .The 
change in energy a cross the hydraulic jump is equal to the difference in 
specific energies before , 1E , and after , 2E , the jump ( Chow 1959 ) . It can be 
shown that the loss is  
 
                                                  21 EEE −=∆                                                                (2.12) 
 
The energy loss in the hydraulic jump can be obtained by use of the energy 
equation  and the hydraulic jump relation . It is commonly expressed as either a 
relative loss 
1E
E∆
 or as an efficiency 
1
2
E
E
. 
 
2.4.3.2   Height of jump :  
  
The difference between the depths after and before the jump is the  height of 
the jump ( Chow 1959 )  ,  
 
                                                  12 yyh −=                                                   (2.13) 
 
The height of the jump is important in the design of the stilling basin wall . The 
wall height required to confine the jump should extend upstream and 
downstream from the location of the jump .  
 
2.4.3.3   Length of jump :  
 
The length of  a jump may be defined as the distance measured from the front 
face of the jump to a point on the surface immediately downstream from the 
roller ( Chow 1959 ) .  
 
In fact, there are more than one characteristic length, connected with the 
phenomenon, i.e, the roller waves and the jump. Hydraulicians correctly 
mentions the difficulty of sharply defining the exact spot of the beginning and 
ending of the roller and jump . There is a physical reason for this uncertainty. 
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The jump is a dynamic phenomenon rather than a static phenomenon. 
Formation of eddies of different sizes and orientation at the plunging point 
caused the instability of the jump surface  ( ASCE 1994 ) .  
  
Knowledge of the jump length is a very important in the design of stilling basin 
length. The length of jump on a horizontal bed, in the range  4.5 < 1rF  < 13 , 
can be defined by the equation ( Henderson 1963 ) :   
 
                                                    26 yL =                                                                           (2.14) 
 
2.4.3.4  Jump location :   
 
A very important problem in the design of spillway aprons or stilling basin is 
the determination of the location of the hydraulic jump . The location of the 
hydraulic jump is also important in determining channel wall heights and in the 
design of bridge piers, junction or other channel structures, as its location 
determines whether the flow is tranquil or rapid   .  Hydraulic jump occurs in a 
supercritical flow when the depth changes abruptly to its sequent depth. The 
location of the jump is estimated by the sequent depths and jump length. 
 
2.4.3.5  The surface profile :  
 
A very important problem in the design of the freeboard for the retaining walls 
of the stilling basin is the determination of the surface profile of the hydraulic 
jump. Freeboard is the vertical distance measured from the design water 
surface to the top of the channel wall. Freeboard is provided to ensure that the 
desired degree of protection will not be reduced by unaccounted factors. 
 
The surface profile is important also for determining the pressure for use in 
structural design, because experiments have shown that the vertical pressure on 
the horizontal floor under a hydraulic jump is practically the same as would be 
indicated by the water surface profile, as noted by  (Chow 1959) .  
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2.5    Spillway : 
    
2.5.1  Function  : 
 
Spillways are safety structures, provided for storage and detention dams to pass 
excess or flood water, which cannot be stored in the dam. It is the most 
essential part of the dam. The basic purpose of the spillway is to provide a 
means of controlling the flow and providing conveyance from reservoir to 
tailwater for  all flood  discharges up to  the spillway design flood  . Spillways 
are  also used for other purposes . Spillway are frequently used in connection 
with soil conservation , highway drainage , railway drainage , and other 
hydraulic project . In general, a spillway is required whenever it is necessary to 
convey a flow safely, and efficiently from a high to a low elevation ( Morris 
1985). 
 
2.5.2  Types Of Spillways  : 
 
Spillways are classified into many separate types, each of which will serve well 
for specific site condition. The selection of the specific spillway types will be 
influences by many factors such as the magnitudes of floods to be released  and 
site conditions . Types of spillways are : 
 
1 : Chute  spillways  : 
 
A spillway whose discharge is conveyed from the reservoir to the downstream 
river level through an open channel , placed either along  a dam abutment or 
through a saddle , might be called a chute , open channel , or trough type 
spillway ( Design of small dam 1973 ) , Fig (2.2) . Frequently there are gates at 
the upstream end to control the flow . Chute spillway are normally designed to 
minimize excavation , by setting the invert profile to approximate the profile of 
the ground . 
 
The chute spillway has been used with earth fill dams more often than has any 
other type .Also it is used with the rock – filled dam and as an outlet channel 
for an overfall , side channel , or siphon spillway . Factors influencing the 
selection of chute spillway are the simplicity of their design and construction, 
their adaptability to almost any foundation condition, and the overall economy 
often obtained by the use of large amount of spillway excavation in the dam 
embankment. Chute spillways have been constructed successfully on all types 
of foundation materials ( Design of small dam 1973 )  . Where  chute  spillways 
are formed on  earth , great care should be exercised to provide adequate 
subdrainage in order to prevent heaving due to frost or displacement due to 
water pressure .      
 
Chute spillway consist of an entrance channel, a control structure, a discharge 
channel , a terminals structure , and an outlet channel  . The simplest form of  
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chute spillway has a straight centerline and is of uniform width . Changes of 
width or curved alignment lead to complications , which can be solved only by 
means of laboratory experiments (Design of small dam 1973). Where 
convergence or curved sections used , stationary wave are apt to be set up 
which may strike and overtop the side wall . This point must be taken into 
account in calculating the height of the walls of the chute , which ought to be 
made proportionately higher . 
 
Many factors should be discussed in the design of a chute spillway. For 
example the extent of concrete lining required for a chute spillway depends on  
the flow velocity , character of the foundation , location with respect to the dam 
, and service requirements .If the foundation is earth or poor rock , concrete 
lining generally should be extended farther downstream than where rock is 
sound . If the spillway will be used only at very infrequent intervals, a short 
control section of concrete may be sufficient, while a spillway in poor rock 
used frequently may require concrete lining the entire length of the channel      
( Structural design of spillways 1964 ) . 
 
If the spillway is adjacent to the end of the dam and discharge near the toe of 
the dam, a stilling basin may be needed in addition to a lined channel. 
Generally, if the spillway discharges far away from the toe of the dam to 
eliminate danger to that structure, no stilling basin is needed. The location of a 
chute spillway depends on topography and foundation conditions as well as 
hydraulic requirements ( Structural design of spillways 1964 ) . 
 
In many cases of chute spillway design, the profile of the chute invert from a 
flatter slope to a steeper slope may include a vertical curve. The profile of the 
vertical curve is in the form of a parabolic curve based on the trajectory of a jet. 
The invert curve must not be steeper than the trajectory that would be followed 
by the high velocity jet under the action of gravity , or the flow will tend to 
separate from the transition floor with resultant negative pressure . The floor 
profile should be based on the theoretical equation for a free trajectory: 
 
                                   ( )22
2
cos25.12
tan
θ
θ
V
xg
xy −=                               (2.15) 
Where : 
 
x and y : horizontal and vertical coordinates measured from the beginning of 
the curve , ft . 
 
θ : angle with the horizontal of the approach invert at the beginning of the 
vertical  curve ,  deg . 
 
V : average velocity , fps . 
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2 : Side channel spillways : 
 
The side channel spillway is one in which the control weir discharging into a  
narrow channel  in  which  the direction of flow is  approximately parallel to 
the weir crest .  Flow over the crest falls into a narrow trough opposite the weir, 
turn an approximate right angle, and  then continues into the main  discharge 
channel  ,  which may be an open channel or closed conduit or inclined tunnel  , 
Fig  (2.3) ,  ( Design of small dams 1973 ) . 
 
The side channel spillway has certain advantages which make it adaptable to 
topography where the overflow is most economically returned to the original 
stream bed by a deep ,  narrow channel , or  by open  channel flow through a 
tunnel  . Although it is not hydraulically efficient nor inexpensive, it is used to 
spillway layouts ( Design of small dams 1973 ) .   Where along overflow crest 
is desired in order to limit the surcharge head and the abutments are steep and 
precipitous, or where the control must be connected to a narrow discharge 
channel or tunnel, the side channel spillway is often the best choice  ( Design of 
small dams 1973 ).  
 
The theory of flow in the channel of a conventional side channel spillway is 
based principally on the law of  conservation of  linear momentum  ,  assuming  
that  the only  forces producing  motion in  the  channel result from the fall in 
the  water surface in the direction of axis . And that the energy of flow over the 
crest is dissipated by turbulence as it turns and mixes with the side channel 
flow, and therefore no assistance in moving the water along the channel. This 
theory also assumes that the frictional resistance of the channel is sufficiently 
small enough to be neglected without seriously affecting the accuracy of the 
computation ( Design of small dams 1973 ).   
 
3 : Drop inlet ( shaft or glory ) spillways  : 
 
In a shaft spillway or drop inlet , the water flows over the lip of a funnel – 
shaped spillway and discharges down a shaft or tunnel , and  then flow  to the 
downstream  river channel through a horizontal or near horizontal conduit or 
tunnel , Fig (2.4) , ( Fluid mechanics for civil engineering 1985 ) .  A drop inlet 
spillway can be used  advantageously at dam sites in narrow canyons where the  
abutments  rise steeply  or where a diversion tunnel or conduit is available for 
use as  the downstream leg (Design of small dams 1973 ) . Shaft spillway 
include  various  configuration of crest design  ,  with or  without  gates . The 
closed conduit on a shaft spillway is in lieu  of the open  channel chute used in 
a conventional spillways  . This type of spillways used also for highway 
culverts and for erosion control structure , which known as drop – inlet 
spillways . In shaft spillway , hydraulic geometry consist of an over flow 
control weir , a vertical shaft , a bend , and a closed discharge channel . 
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4 : Siphon spillways  :     
Where the available space is limited and where the discharge is not extremely  
large , siphon spillways are often superior to other  form . A siphon spillway is 
essentially a short discharge conduit , located above the hydraulic grade line . It 
formed in the shape of an  Inverted  U , positioned so that the inside of the bend 
of the  upper passageway  is  at  normal  reservoir storage level .  Siphon 
spillways are composed of five components , Fig (2.5) , ( Fluid mechanics for 
civil engineering 1985) . These include an inlet, an upper leg , a throat or 
control section , a lower leg , and an out let  .  Also a siphon -breaker air vent is 
provided to control the siphonic action of spillway so that it will cease 
operation when the reservoir water surface is drawn down to normal level .The 
inlet of siphon spillway should be placed at a considerable depth , to prevent 
entrance of ice or formation of vortex . 
 
5 : Stepped spillways :          
 
Stepped channels have been used for a long period of time, to maximize energy 
dissipation . Soviet engineers were among the first to propose a stepped 
concrete chute design on the dams .The steps increases the rate of energy 
dissipation taking place along the spillway face, reduces greatly the need for a 
large energy dissipator, and eliminate the risks of scouring. Stepped spillways 
were selected frequently to contribute to the stability of the dam, for their 
simplicity of shape and later to reduce flow velocities ( Chanson 1999 ). 
 
For new dams, a stepped spillway made of concrete blocks may be considered. 
An interesting feature of the concrete block system is the flexibility of the 
stepped channel bed. Another advantage is the short construction time on site.  
In practice it is recommended to use concrete blocks heavy enough to avoid 
their displacement and to enhance their strength against acts of vandalism . In 
Russia, the cheapest construction method uses precast concrete slabs, which are 
made for the building industry. 
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2. 5. 3   Spillway components : 
 
2.5.3.1   Spillway crest :  
 
The spillway crest is shaped so as to act as the lower surface profile of the flow 
, which functions to control and determine the quantity  of flow passing 
through the spillway . The capacity of the spillway is dependent upon the crest 
shape, crest length, and the hydraulic head . All spillways require a spillway 
crest design to provide a high efficiency spillway and yet provide a safe 
structures .The crest shape must provide a high discharge coefficient and fairly 
uniform and predictable pressure on the crest boundary . 
 
The complete shape of the spillway study case is described by separating into 
two sections, upstream and downstream the brink point. Or it is composed form 
the crest follows by a steep slope channel, Fig (2.6) . The portion upstream the 
brink point is defined by the equation :  
   
                                               0Cy =                                                            (2.16) 
 
And the portion downstream is defined by the equation :  
 
                                               xbay +=                                                   (2.17) 
 
Where  :  
  
                             0C      =  Constant.                               
                              a , b  =  Constant depend on the slope . 
 
Flow over a chute spillway is governed by the relation : 
 
                                              nHLCQ =                                                   (2.18) 
 
Where :  
 
 Q  =  The rate of discharge   ( m ³ / s ) . 
 C  =  Discharge coefficient . 
 L  =  Effective length of the crest . 
 H =  Head on the crest . 
            
The discharge coefficient is a measure of the efficiency of the spillway system. 
It is a variable dependent upon generalized and site - specific factors. The 
factors which influenced are, the depth of approach, upstream face slope, 
downstream submergence, and selected crest and abutment shapes. Site - 
specific factors such as flow angularity resulting from complex approach flow 
geometry or unusually shaped piers , for example , can be significant and must  
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be investigated by a site - specific  model study  ( Hydraulic design of spillway 
– Engineering manual 1990 ) . 
 
2.5.3.1.1  Pier and Abutment  effects :   
 
Spillways usually include abutments of some types , and include intermediate 
piers . Piers are needed to form the sides of the gates in gated spillways. The 
effect of the piers and abutments lead to cause side contraction of the flow, so 
the effective length , L , will be less than the net length of the crest . The effect 
of the end contractions may be taken into account by reducing the net crest 
length as follows ( Design of small dams 1973 )  :  
 
                                                ( ) eaP HKKnLL +−′= 2                            (2.19) 
Where :  
 
L   = Effective length of crest . 
L′  = Net length of crest . 
n   = Number of piers . 
PK = Pier contraction coefficient . 
aK = Abutment contraction coefficient . 
eH  = Total head on crest . 
                   
The pier contraction coefficient varies mainly with the shape and position of 
the pier nose , the thickness of the pier , the head condition , the operation of 
the adjacent gates , and the approach velocity .The abutment contraction 
coefficient is affected by the shape of the abutment , the angle between the 
upstream approach wall and the axis of flow , the head in relation to the design 
head , and the approach velocity  ( Design of small dams 1973 )  .  
 
2.5.3.2   Spillway chute :  
 
The chute is that portion of the spillway which connects the spillway crest to 
the terminal structure . The term chute when used in conjunction with a 
spillway implies that the velocity is supercritical . Hydraulic characteristics that 
must be considered in the design of a chute are the velocity and depth of flow , 
pier and abutment waves , convergence  and divergence , air entrainment of the 
flow , and cavitation . 
 
Many problems in designing the chute channel have been considered and 
discussed in the following paragraphs . 
 
2.5.3.2.1  Chute Sidewalls  :          
               
The height of a chute sidewall should be designed to contain the flow of the 
spillway design flood. In a chute channel which conducting a supercritical 
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flow, the surface roughness , wave action ,  air buckling and splash and spray 
are  related to the velocity and energy content of the flow .  The flow profile of 
the spillway design flood can be computed , and  the sidewall freeboard is 
added above the adjusted profile .  
 
2.5.3.2.2   Pier end waves  :  
    
Supercritical flow expands after flowing past the downstream end of a spillway 
pier. The expanding flow from each side of a pier will intersect and form a 
disturbance which is termed a pier end wave. These waves travel laterally as 
they move downstream . Multiple piers will cause the formation of a diamond 
pattern of waves within the chute.  The impact at the intersection of the flow 
can be so severe that a rooster tail like plume of water will form ( Hydraulic 
design of spillway – Engineering manual 1990 ) . 
     
2.5.3.2.3   Convergence  and  Divergence :  
     
Optimum hydraulic performance in a chute channel is obtained when the 
confining sidewalls are parallel. Some times economy may require a channel 
section wider or narrower than either the crest or the terminal structures, thus 
requiring diverging or converging transitions to fit the various components 
together ( Design of small dams 1973 ) .  
 
Diverging chute walls will be required when site or economic conditions 
indicate that a short crest length and a widened terminal structure are desirable. 
The maximum sidewall flare angle , used in divergent chute , θ , may be 
produced by the equation  
  
                                                  
rF
Tan
3
1=θ                                               (2.20)  
Where rF  is the Froude number  . 
 
Converging chute walls must be made gradual to keep away from cross-waves 
and unexpected distribution of flow across the channel. 
 
2.5.3.2.4    Air entrainment :  
            
As the flow passes over the chute part of the spillway, acceleration and 
boundary layer are both taking place during the  journey down the spillway 
face . Extreme steepness of the slope introduces more complications, especially 
the phenomenon of air entrainment (Henderson 1963) . On chute spillways , air 
entrainment occurs downstream of the inception point . The inception point of 
air entrainment is defined by (Chanson 1999) as the point of apparition of 
white waters. Air entrainment apparently begins at that point in the channel at 
which the turbulent boundary layer thickness becomes equal to flow depth. 
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This point is known as the inception point . Downstream of the this point , a 
layer containing a mixture of both air and water extends gradually through the 
fluid  (Chanson 1999). 
 
High – speed photography have shown that the air concentration distribution 
increases with distance . Air entrainment was initially studied because of the 
effects of entrained air on the thickness of flowing water . Further , the 
presence of air within the boundary layer reduces the shear stress between the 
flow layers  and hence the shear force . Also it may prevent the damage caused 
by cavition (Chanson 1999 ) .   
 
Air entrainment should be considered in the design of chute sidewalls and other 
features dependent  upon the water surface profile . The wall heights should be 
increased , because entrainment of air result in bulking of the flow or increase 
the flow depth . 
 
Early design criteria by  The USAED , Sacramento , developed the following 
equation  :  
 
                                           
dg
V
m
200
2
=                                                      (2.21) 
Where  : 
  
m = Air -  water ratio  . 
V =  Theoretical average flow velocity without air . 
d =  Flow depth including air . 
 
The term 
dg
V
2
is the Froude number squared. 
 
The modern investigation by  U . S . Corps of Engineers has recommended the 
following empirical formula : 
  
                                    876.0
sin
log743.0
2/1 +⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
=
q
C
θ
                            (2.22) 
 
Where C is the air concentration ratio , which defined as the volumetric ratio  
air : ( air plus water ) ; q is the discharge per unit width ; θ is the angle of the 
bed slope . This equation can be applied in the design of chute spillways 
(Henderson 1963). 
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2.5.3.2.5   Cavitation  :  
 
Cavitation damage on chute spillway, results when the gas and water vapor - 
filled void is swept from the low pressure zone into an adjacent higher pressure 
zone which will not bear cavitation, causing the void to collapse. The collapse 
of the void results in very high pressures, and when they occur at spillway 
surface, will form a hole (Chanson 1999 ) .  
 
On chute spillways , cavitation damage may occur at water velocities of 
between 12 to 15 m / s . Many methods have been used to prevent cavitation 
damage on  chute spillways  (Chanson 1999 ) : 
 
1  . Removal of surface irregularities.  
2  . Increasing  the  cavitations  resistance  of  the material surface ( use of steel 
       fiber concrete ) . 
3  . Using a combination of the first two methods ( e . g  steel lining ) .  
4  . Including flow aeration. 
 
Whenever flow velocity exceed of 20 m / s , the cost of cavitation resistance 
materials is very expensive. So the cavitation damage can be prevented by 
introducing air next to the spillway surface using aeration devices located on 
the spillway bottom and some times on the sidewalls. Tests on the chute 
spillways showed that cavitation damage can be stopped if aeration provide 
more than  4  to 8 % of air next to the channel invert  ( Chanson 1999 ) . 
 
2.5.3.3   Energy  Dissipator   :  
 
The outlet flow usually requires some type of energy dissipating structure to 
prevent downstream channel degradation . The design of  the energy dissipater  
includes more options than any other phase of spillway design . The selection 
of the type of the energy dissipators is dependent upon the magnitude of energy 
to  be dissipated , the tailwater depth , and foundation condition of the site .The  
most common types of energy dissipator are as follows : 
 
Ι    . The stilling basin ( hydraulic jump basin )  .  
ΙΙ   . The roller bucket . 
ΙΙΙ  . The Ski – jump or  Flip bucket .                
ΙV  . Impact basin .               
 
Ι .  The stilling basin  ( hydraulic jump basin )  :  
 
2.5.3.3.1  General : 
                              
A stilling basin is a paved channel structure of mild slope , placed at the outlet 
of a spillway , chute , or other high - velocity  flow   channel whose purpose is 
to dissipate some of the high kinetic energy of the flow in a hydraulic jump .   
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The stilling basin employs the hydraulic jump for energy dissipation and it is 
the most effective method of dissipating energy in flow over spillways .The 
stilling basin in conjunction with the downstream riprap ensure that local scour 
downstream of the structure will not undermine the integrity of the structure . 
The selection of the type and design details of the stilling basin is dependent 
upon the magnitude and other characteristics of the flow and particularly the 
Froude number of the approaching flow . 
 
There are many generalized design of stilling basin that use a hydraulic jump as 
the means of energy dissipation . These   designs developed through years of 
experience and observation on existing structures and model investigation . The 
basins thus designed are usually provided with special appurtenances , 
including chute blocks , sills , and baffle blocks  (Chow 1959 ) .  
 
The chute blocks are used in the entrance of the stilling basin . Their function is 
to furrow the incoming jet and lift a part of it from the floor , producing a 
shorter length of jump than would be possible without them . The chute blocks 
height is a function of the entering depth  ( Chow 1959 ).        
                   
An end sill , either dentate or solid , is commonly used as the terminal wall of a 
stilling basin and forms a step or rise to channel bed elevation . The end sill 
deflects the higher velocity filaments which exist near the basin apron away 
from the channel bed  . Its function  is  to reduce  further  the length of the 
jump and to control scour . In large stilling basins  , the sills is usually dentate 
to aid in the diffusion of the high - velocity  jet that may reach the end of the 
basin . Sloping end sills are preferable to vertical end sills because their self – 
cleaning characteristics reduce damage from trapped rocks and debris . 
 
Baffles are blocks placed in the basin floor , used to aid in formation of the 
hydraulic jump , increase  the bed resistance , and to dissipate energy mostly by 
impact action . Their use can significantly reduce the length of the jump , 
decrease the required sequent depth for a given discharge condition , and 
provide stability to the jump . Baffle location , size and spacing are the 
important parameters to be considered in design of stilling basin . The baffles 
are very useful in small structures with low incoming velocities . 
 
Cavitation damage on baffles occurs when baffles are used in conjunction with 
high velocities . The stilling basin design discharge , Froude number and the 
expected frequency and duration of use are major factors that must be included 
in the decision to include baffle blocks on a stilling basin apron . The standard 
baffle with a  rectangular  upstream face and sloping downstream  face  is  the 
preferred shape . In some situations , they must be designed to withstand 
impact from ice or floating debris ( chow 1959 ) . 
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2.5.3.3.2  Stilling Basin width : 
 
The effect of increasing the stilling basin width is to reduce the required depth 
of basin . The required depth may need more excavation , which of course 
make the basin very expensive . This problem can be avoided by widening the 
stilling basin . Basically, the problem is an economic one in which various 
combination of width and depth of basin are compared to obtain the least cost 
combination. 
 
2.5.3.3.3   Stilling Basin length : 
 
Basically, the length of a stilling basin is predicted on the length of the 
hydraulic jump for which it is designed . The jump length is a function of 
Froude number and the sequent depth .  
 
2.5.3.3.4   Stilling basin damage : 
 
Stilling basin damage can occur as a result of cavitation , abrasion or a 
combination of  both .Cavitation damage can occur on the sides of baffle 
blocks , on the floor of a stilling basin just downstream from the baffle blocks , 
at misaligned joints , and at other irregularities . Cavitation damage is 
distinguished by its ragged , angular appearance . In contrast , damage caused 
by abrasion has a smoother and rounded appearance and can be attributed to 
rock and debris moving through or being trapped in the basin . Rock , gravel , 
and other hard material may find their way into the energy dissipator by 
various means . Depressions which are initially caused by abrasion can form 
boundary irregularities sufficient to initiate cavitation damage . 
 
Practical measures which can be taken during design and construction of 
stilling basin  have been proposed by  ( The  U . S   Bureau  of  Reclamation  ) 
are as follows : 
 
1 .  Use wider exit channel with mild upward sloping runouts to transition from  
      the basin apron to the river channel . 
 
2 .  Avoid  baffles in high Froude number basins . 
 
3 .  Provide barries  around  and  above basins  to  prevent construction material          
      from falling  into the basin  . 
 
4 .  Require inspection and cleanup of basins at end of construction . 
 
2.5.3.3.5   The  stilling  basin  types : 
 
The  most common types of stilling basin are : 
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1 . The  U S B R stilling  basin   IV   : 
 
This type of stilling basin is recommended for use with jump of  Fr  =  2.5   to    
4.5  , which usually occur on canal structures and diversion dams .  Stilling 
basin to accommodate these flows are the least effective in providing 
satisfactory dissipation ,  since the  attendant wave action  ordinarily cannot  be  
controlled by the usual basin devices ( the U . S  Bureau of  reclamation )  . 
Stilling basin shown  on  Fig  (2.7) , ( Design of small dams 1973 ) , has proved 
to be relatively effective for dissipating the energy of flow , and reduces 
excessive waves created in imperfect jumps . The appurtenances usually 
associated with this type of basin are chute blocks and sills . 
 
2 .   The  U S B R stilling  basin   III   :  
 
This is recommended for basins where the Froude number value of the 
incoming Flow is higher than  4.5 . The basin shown on Fig (2.8)  , ( Design of 
small dams 1973 ) , Which is designated as a type III  basin , can be  adopted 
where incoming velocities do not exceed  50  feet per second . This basin 
contains chute  blocks , baffle blocks , and an end sill to shorten the jump 
length and to dissipate the high velocity flow within the basin length . 
 
3 .  The  U S B R stilling  basin   II   :  
 
Where incoming velocities exceed  50 feet per second  , and Fr1 > 4.5 , the 
basin designated as type II on Fig (2.9)  can be adopted   ( Design of small 
dams 1973) . Because the dissipation of energy is accomplished primarily by 
hydraulic jump action , the basin length will be greater than that indicated for 
the type  III  basin  . However , the chute blocks and dentate end sill will still 
be effective in reducing the length from that which would be necessary if they 
were not used .This type of stilling basin used on large structures such as large 
spillway and large canal structures .   
 
4 . The  S A F basin :  
 
The Saint Anthony Falls basin recommended for use on small structures such 
as small spillways , outlet works , and small canal structures   .  It is designed  
for  the same use as the U S B R  basin III , i.e., on low  head  structures, but is 
designed for a grater range of upstream Froude number , where  Fr =  1.7 to 17 
,  Fig  (2.10)  ,  ( Open channel hydraulics 1966 ) . 
 
ΙΙ .  Roller  Bucket  : 
 
The roller bucket energy dissipator are used when the tailwater depth is too 
great for the formation of a hydraulic jump . A roller bucket consists of a 
circular arc bucket tangent to the spillway face terminating with an upward  
slope  .  Hydraulic behavior  of  roller  bucket  is  manifested  primarily  by  the   
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formation  of two rollers  ; One is on the surface moving counterclockwise and 
is contained within  the region above the curved bucket , and other is a ground 
roller  moving a clockwise direction and is situated downstream from the 
bucket . The movements of the roller , along with the intermingling of the 
incoming flows , effectively  dissipate the high energy of the water and prevent 
excessive scouring downstream from the bucket ( The U . S Bureau of 
Reclamation ) .  
 
The two types of roller bucket or the solid and slotted buckets have been 
developed, model tested and used successfully . Their Shape  are  shown on  
Fig (2.11) ,  ( Design of small dams 1973 ) .The geometry of a slotted bucket  
is similar to the solid  bucket except for the addition of dentate on the 
downstream apron   .  
          
A disadvantage of the solid roller bucket is that the downstream surge can 
move loose material from the channel bed back into the bucket where action of 
the back roller can result in serious abrasion damage to the bucket surfaces . In 
addition, the more turbulent surface roughness induced by the severe surface 
boil carries farther down the river, causing objectionable eddy currents which 
contribute to river bank sloughing  ( Design of small dams 1973 ). 
 
The slotted bucket reduced the possibility of strange material being drawn back 
into the back roller , and also exhibits better self - cleaning   properties . Slotted 
bucket distributes flow over a greater depth resulting in less violent flow 
concentrations than does the solid bucket ( Design of small dams 1973 ).  
   
 ΙΙΙ .  The Flip bucket : 
 
Flip bucket used when the tailwater level is insufficient for the hydraulic jump 
formation , as in the case of high spillways . Andre Coyne was the originator of 
this economical form of energy dissipator , as shown in Fig (2.12 ) ( Henderson 
1966 ) . The toe of the flip bucket is provided with a concave upward profile 
designed to direct high velocity flow well away from the dam . A small amount 
of energy is dissipated by friction through the bucket . During the jet's 
trajectory to its impact location , extremely turbulent flow exists and the jet 
spreads and frays . The extreme turbulence of the jet entrains a large volume of 
air . A portion of the jet's energy is dissipated by the interaction  of the water 
and the air boundary . The impact will almost cause adjustment to the riverbed 
even if the bed material is rock .  For this reason , use of flip bucket should be 
considered only where bed scour caused by the impact of the water jet cannot 
endanger the dam , or other structures  ( Hydraulic design of spillway 1990 ) . 
 
 No formula exists for scour caused by the Flip bucket. A model test to 
determine depth of scour is necessary for this case. Laboratory tests and 
experiments performed on prototype showed that in aerated flows the scour is 
smaller  than  in nonaerated  flows .  Dissipation  of  energy  by  means  of  Flip  
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bucket and deflectors is in part based on this assumption. The physical 
interpretation of the phenomena is simple. The specific weight of aerated flow 
is smaller than the specific weight of nonaerated flow ( Water and sediment 
dynamics 1995 ) . 
 
ΙV .  Impact stilling basin  : 
 
An impact type energy dissipator has been developed for small drainage 
structures . This type of energy dissipator dose not depend upon tailwater , and 
it is not recommended where velocity entering the basin exceeds 50 m / s . This 
basin can be used with either an open chute or closed conduit structure . For 
large discharges multiple basin could be placed side by side  ( Design of small 
dams 1973 ) .  
 
2.5.3.4  Exit channel  :  
 
An exit channels or outlet channels convey the spillway flow from the terminal 
structure  to the river channel below the dam . After the water has lost most of 
its energy in the energy dissipating device , it is usually transported 
downstream through the outlet channel to its destination point . With the 
expected release rates , the channel should be able to resist excessive erosion 
and scour , and have a large enough capacity to prevent downstream flooding .   
 
The exit channel require protection to prevent scour and potential damage to 
the stilling basin . Flow leaving an outlet works energy dissipator is generally 
highly turbulent and contain large surface waves .So protection work should be 
extend downstream from the basin . 
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2.5.3.5  Different studies : 
  
Many studies influencing the spillway design should be considered and 
discussed . Here are some of this studies discussed below . 
 
2.5.3.5.1   Local scour downstream of hydraulic structures :  
 
The scour downstream of hydraulic structures such as stilling basin , diversion 
work , etc , is a very  important field of research due to its frequent occurrence 
in engineering applications .  Several solutions to this problem were proposed. 
Fig (2.13) summarize the possible flow conditions downstream of hydraulic 
structures . One of the earliest formulas defining the scour depth downstream 
the stilling basin ( Schoklitsch 1932 ), can be written as  
 
                          
( )
32.0
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2/12.0
75.4
D
qH
hSD dS =+=                                          (2.23) 
Where  
 
Sd  =   The  distance  from  the deepest  point of  the  scour  hole  to  the 
            downstream water surface . 
S   =   The depth of  the scour hole` . 
dH =   The downstream water depth . 
q    =   The water discharge per unit of width . 
90D =   The particle size for which 90 percent of the material is finer . 
H   =   The vertical distance between the energy grade line and the 
            downstream water surface . 
               
This formula gives good result for relatively large 90D values with flow 
conditions as defined by Fig (2.13) , ( Sediment  Transport Technology 1992 ) . 
 
2.5.3.5.2     Riprap Protection : 
 
The size , extent , and stability of the riprap required in the exit channel             
(downstream from stilling basin ) dependent upon the effectiveness of the 
stilling basin , tailwater depth in the exit , specific weight of the riprap , riprap 
interlocking capability , and configuration of the exit channel . The size of 
riprap based  on  Isbach equation for movement of  the stone  in flowing water  
(Hydraulic design of rock riprap 1966 )  .   
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Where :   
 
V  = Average velocity  
g  = Acceleration of gravity . 
C  =  Isbach coefficient .  
Sγ =   Specific weight of stone ( Ib / ft ³ ) 
Wγ =   Specific weight of water ( Ib / ft ³ )  
D  =  Stone diameter , ft , where the diameter of a spherical stone in term of its  
          weight  W is  : 
                                               3/1
6
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πγ S
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D                                          (2.25) 
The Isbach coefficient of 0.86  recommended for sizing riprap for use in high 
turbulence flow areas downstream of stilling basins and a coefficient of  1.20 
was recommended for use in sizing riprap for low – turbulence flow areas         
(U.S. ARMY – report on riprap gradations 1991) . 
 
The gradation of stones in riprap revetment affects the riprap resistance to 
erosion . The stone should be reasonably well graded throughout the in – place 
layer thickness . Specification should provide for the upper and lower stone 
gradation , so the stone gradation must lies within these limits . Design of the 
exit channel riprap should provide protection against waves as well as velocity 
, therefore , reduction in stone sizes at upper levels is not recommended . 
Riprap protection should be extend a distance of 10 2d downstream from the 
upstream end of a stilling basin (Hydraulic design of rock  riprap 1966 ) . 
Structure foundation should be considered in determining the design condition. 
Structures foundation on rock may have less restrictive energy dissipation and 
downstream protection requirements . 
                                 
2.5.3.5.3  Scour protection consisting of graded riprap  :  
 
The  following material is coated mainly from ( REMR TECHNICAL NOTE 
1978 ) . 
 
A physical model study produced by ( REMR TECHNICAL NOTE ) , was 
used to obtain data for riprap size required downstream from low - head dam  
for two types of stilling basins and three types of riprap placement . The type 1 
stilling basin , Fig (2.14) , and the type  2  stilling basin was obtained from 
removing the baffle blocks from type 1 stilling basin  . The three types of riprap 
blanket placement are shown in Fig (2.15) . The  following formulas were 
developed for sizing the required riprap :  
 
For a type  1 stilling basin :  
 
1 .  Riprap placed as a horizontal blanket  Fig  (2.15) . 
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2  . Riprap placed  1 V on 10  H upward slope Fig  (2.15) .                       
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3 .  Riprap placed 1  V on 3  H downward slope , Fig  (2.15) . 
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For type 2 stilling basin :  
 
1 .  Riprap placed as a horizontal blanket Fig  (2.15) . 
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2 .  Riprap placed  1 V on 10  H upward slope  Fig  (2.15) . 
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3 .  Riprap placed 1 V on 3  H downward slope   Fig (2.15) . 
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Where :  
 
50d = Riprap diameter at which 50 percent is finer by weight. 
D  =  Depth of flow over end sill . 
Wγ =  Unit weight of water . 
Sγ =    Unit weight of stone. 
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eSF =  Fraude number at the end sill . 
 
Comparison of laboratory test results for the type 1 and type 2 basins and three 
configuration Fig (2.15) of riprap indicate the following :  
 
1 .  Larger riprap is needed for an upward slope downstream from the   
      stilling basin . 
 
2 .  A  basin without  baffle blocks requires considerably larger riprap  
         downstream . 
 
3 .  No significant reduction in riprap size was gained from a downward 
       sloping blanket of riprap . 
 
4 .  The depth , as well as the average velocity , of flow over the end sill 
       effect the riprap size . 
 
5 .  The stilling basin performance significantly affects the riprap size 
       required downstream . 
 
6 .  Toe protection at the end of riprap blanket is needed to prevent raveling 
       at the termination of the protection . 
 
7 .  Average velocities greater than  20 ft / sec  exiting  a stilling basin 
       without baffles will require very large  ( 50D  min =  4 ft ) riprap . 
 
If riprap with a 50d (min) greater than 4 ft is needed, stilling basin rehabilitation, 
or use of a scour protection material other than riprap should be consider. 
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2.6   Spillway gates : 
 
Controlled spillways are provided with a gates that regulate discharges from 
the reservoir through the structure . The most common gate types used on 
storage dam projects are discussed below  :  
 
1 .  The vertical – lift gate  or sliding gate :  
 
The vertical lift gate or sliding gate is rectangular in shape and consist of a 
structural frame to which a flat skin plate is attached , normally on the 
upstream face . Although these gates may be made of wood or concrete , they 
are often made of metal ( cast iron or steel ) .  It is sliding in vertical grooves on 
piers . Sliding friction is reduced by means of rollers , attached either to the 
piers or to the gate  Fig (2.16) . For small gates , the rollers are sometimes 
omitted . Design of a vertical lift gate involves consideration of the hydrostatic 
force on the gate , the hoisting force  , the weight of the gate , and the roller 
friction ( Morris 1985 ) .  
 
2 .  The Tainter gate or Radial gate :  
 
Tainter gates  are usually constructed of steel or combination of steel and  
wood . This gate is widely used and is suitable for controlling both large and 
small flows . The tainter gate is considered the most economical, and usually 
the most suitable, type of gate for controlled spillways because of its simplicity, 
light weight, and low hoist – capacity requirements. Tainter gates consist of a 
cylindrical segment, which is attached to supporting bearings by radial arms. 
The face segment is made concentric to the supporting pins so that the entire 
thrust of the waterload passes through the pins Fig  (2.17) ; thus  , only a small 
moment need be overcome in raising and lowering the gate ( Design of small 
dams 1973 ) . Hoisting loads consist of the weight of the gate and the frictional 
resistance at the pins . The pin friction is usually much less than the roller 
friction ,  so that the tainter gate is  comparatively  light and  ease to operate     
( Morris 1985 ) .  
 
3 .  The Drum gate :  
 
The drum gate is a hinged gate which floats in a chamber and is buoyed  into 
position  by regulating the water level in the chamber . It is closed by 
hydrostatic pressure , by admitting water to the recess chamber In the crest , 
and lowered by draining the chamber .As shown in Fig (2.18). This gate type is 
suitable for large spillway crests ( Webber 1985 ). 
 
4 .  The roller gate :  
 
The roller gate is a hollow  steel cylinder spanning between  piers . It is opened  
by rolling up an  inclined  toothed  rack on the piers ,  as shown in Fig  (2.19)  . 
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A cylindrical  segment is commonly attached to the lower limb of the roller , to 
increases the effective height of the gate . This type of gate employed for the 
control of  flow over relatively long spillway crests ( Webber 1985 ).  
 
Selection of a gate :  
 
Gates that best meet the operational requirement of the proposed spillway 
should be provided . Where two or more types of gates appear equally efficient 
, the decision should be made upon an economic basis . 
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2.7    Model  Studies : 
 
2.7.1  General :  
 
In the design of chute spillways for major structures , a combination of 
analytical , laboratory , and field studies is usually needed . The laboratory  
studies can be  a  physical  modeling of the flow conditions .  Model is defined 
as a simplified representation of a complex system . The physical hydraulic 
model is usually a smaller size than the prototype, and it is generally resemble 
the prototype . Physical models have often been used to investigate the 
behavior of hydraulic structure .  These include spillways , weir , stilling basin , 
and flumes . They give a mean of checking performance and modifications to 
obtain the best possible design at minimum cost .  Experience has shown that a 
model often can indicate more economical treatment of certain features which 
may reduce construction costs by many times the cost of the model .  
 
There are numerous problems in the design of chute spillways cannot be solved 
satisfactorily without the use of model studies .  
 
The operation program of a physical hydrologic model can be divided into two 
phases : adjustment and testing . Adjustment of the model consists of 
preliminary tests to expose inadequacies in the basic design and to fix its 
adequacy. Testing consists of the systematic operation of each proposed design 
during which the experimenter must be continually on the alert to improve the 
design, reduce the cost of construction of the prototype, or both  ( Vennard 
1961 ). 
 
2.7.2   Hydraulic Model :  
 
The physical hydraulic model is a scaled representation of a hydraulic flow 
situation . Both the boundary conditions, the upstream flow conditions and the 
flow field must be scaled in an appropriate manner to obtain best simulation 
results Fig (2.20). Physical modeling is a design technique used by the 
engineers to optimize the structure design and to ensure the safe operation of 
the structure ( Chanson 1999 ) . 
  
2.7.3   Dimensional Analysis :  
 
Dimensional analysis is a mathematical technique which recognizes the 
dimensional homogeneity of  all  terms in a physical equation . It presents a 
powerful tool in the study of problems concerning physical phenomena             
(Webber 1985). The methods of dimensional analysis are built upon Fourier s 
principle of dimensional homogeneity, which states that an equation expressing 
a physical relationship between quantities must be dimensionally 
homogeneous; i.e. , the  dimensions of  each term of  the equation must be the  
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same. This method has been recommended as a valuable means of checking 
engineering calculation. 
  
Newton basic laws are universally applicable and they are expressed 
dimensionally in terms of force (F ) , mass (M ) , length ( L ) , and time (T )  . 
The second law of motion can be expressed dimensionally as : 
 
                                                           
2T
LM
F =  
It follows that three fundamental dimensions are in fact adequate . One 
common system employed in dimensional analysis is the  M  L  T  system . 
  
The following table lists some of the quantities used in fluid flow , together  
with their symbols and dimension , as noted by  ( Streeter 1988 ) .   
 
 
           Quantities      Symbol    Dimension
Length L  L  
Time T  T  
Mass M  M  
Force F  M L / T ² 
Velocity V  L  / T  
Gravity g  L  / T  ² 
Discharge Q  L ³ /  T  
Pressure P∆  M  / ( L  * T ² ) 
Density ρ  M  /  L  ³ 
Surface tension σ  M  / T  ² 
Bulk modulus of elasticity bE  M  / ( L  * T ²) 
Dynamic viscosity µ  M  / ( L  * T ) 
 
 
2.7.4  The  Π   theorem :  
                    
The Buckingham Π  theorem proves that , in a physical problem including  n 
quantities in which there are  m  dimensions , the quantities can be arranged 
into  n – m  independent dimensionless parameters . 
 
2.7.5   Basic parameters :  
                
The basic parameters needed for dimensional analysis fluid mechanic are may 
be  grouped into the following groups .  
 
1 .  Fluid  properties  and physical constants  :  These consist of  the density  of  
      water ρ  ,  the dynamic viscosity of water µ  ,  the surface tension of water         
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σ , the bulk modulus of elasticity of water bE , and acceleration of gravity g . 
2  . Channel geometry  :  These consist of the characteristic length  L  .                
3 .  Flow parameters : These consist of the  velocity  V  and the pressure                                        
      difference P∆ . 
 
 Then : 
  
                                   φ  ( ρ ,µ ,σ , bE , g , L , V , P∆ )  =  0            
 
There are eight basic parameters and the dimensions of these can be expressed 
in terms of mass (M ) , length ( L ) , and time ( T ) . According to Buckingham 
Π  theorem the quantities can be grouped into five independent dimensionless 
parameters.  
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Or ,   
 
φ  (  Fr , E , Re , W , M  )  = 0 
 
For ordinary open channel flows the Fr is the main dimensional parameters that 
used extensively in the analysis. 
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Chapter ( 3 ) 
 
Theory 
 
This chapter addresses the basic concepts of flows over chute spillways. 
Different means of controlling the discharges over spillway crest are also 
considered . Since the study is of experimental nature then hydraulic modeling 
and similitude principles are also presented.  
 
3.1  Introduction : 
 
Precise hydraulic analysis is very important in the design of spillways. The 
hydraulic analysis of chute spillway usually involves subcritical , critical , and 
supercritical flow . The subcritical flow in the spillway control section is 
characterized by a low velocity as it approaches the crest . The critical flow 
occurs when the flow passes over the spillway crest . Then the flow enters the 
discharge channel as supercritical shooting flow . To avoid a hydraulic jump 
below the crest , the flow must remain at the supercritical stage throughout the 
length of the chute channel . When the flow reaches the end of the chute 
channel and enters the terminal structure , transitional flow from supercritical 
to subcritical flow occurs . 
 
3.2  Spillway elements : 
 
Spillway usually involve numerous structural elements , each element needs  a 
particular hydraulic and structure analysis and design . This elements are given 
below : 
 
3.2.1  Entrance channel : 
 
The simplest form of control for a spillway is the free or uncontrolled overflow 
crest which automatically releases water whenever the reservoir water surface 
rises above crest level . The value of an uncontrolled  fixed crest  spillway  in 
providing an extremely reliable operation and a very low cost maintenance and 
repairs facility is undeniable . 
 
The crest gate must be employed if a sufficiently long uncontrolled crest or a 
large enough surcharge head cannot be obtained for the required spillway 
capacity .Topographical and economical consideration at many dam site may 
also restrict the use of an uncontrolled fixed crest spillway .  
 
Many types of gates have been used to provide control over the discharge on 
the spillway . The most common gate types employed on storage dam projects 
are vertical – lift gates , tainter gates , drum gates , and roller gates as discussed 
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in the literature review chapter. In this study uncontrolled free overflow 
spillway crest is analyzed . 
 
This entrance channel serve to draw water from the reservoir and convey it to 
the control section .  
 
3.2.2  Crest or control section : 
 
The spillway crest is used to regulates , control , and determine the quantity of 
flow passing through the spillway  . The flow discharge Q equation takes the 
form  
                                                 ndD HLCQ =                                                (3.1) 
                                                                              
In many cases of chute spillway design ,  the profile of the chute invert should 
be based on the theoretical equation for a free trajectory : 
 
                              ( )22
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xy −=                            (3.2)  
Where : 
 
x and y : Horizontal  and vertical coordinates measured from  the  beginning  of    
              the curve , ft . 
 
θ  : Angle  with  the horizontal  of  the approach  invert  at the beginning  of the    
       vertical  curve ,  deg . 
 
V : Average velocity , fps .  
  
For this study, it is assumed that the water surface profile follows a relation of 
the form  
                                           
                                                nXCY =                                                       (3.3) 
 
Where    
dH
y
Y =  and   
H
x
X =   
 
y  =  Water depth at a distance x  from the edge of the crest . 
x   =  Measured distance from the leading edge of the crest .                                   
dH =  The spillway head excluding the velocity head . 
H  =  Length of crest . 
 n   =  Exponent factor . 
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3.2.3  The chute channel : 
 
The chute channel is a steep channel carrying the flow below the crest 
downstream to an energy dissipator ( terminal structure )  .  The flow within 
this channel is supercritical . Open channel flow formula can be used here to 
obtain the flow characteristics.  
 
3.2.4  Terminal structures : 
 
A terminal structure is usually provided at the downstream end of the spillway 
chute canal. It is necessary for dissipating the energy of the high velocity to 
protect the discharge channel or riverbed from erosion .The most common 
types of terminal structure are the hydraulic jump basin such as roller bucket ,  
flip bucket , and a basin incorporating impact baffles and walls . 
 
For rectangular sections the efficiency of the hydraulic jump E∆ is defined by 
the relation E∆  = ( )21 EE − / 1E where 1E  and 2E are the specific energy 
upstream and downstream the jump. The downstream depth y2 of the sub-
critical flow is obtain from  the relation of the form 2y / 1y = ( )rFf  , which for 
rectangular section is :  
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                                 (3.4) 
 
Here 1y is the supercritical depth before the jump. 
 
3.2.5  Outlet channel : 
 
Outlet channel convey the spillway flow from the terminal structure to the river 
channel below the dam . Special guiding channel is usually designed to lead the 
flow back to the main river channel.   
 
3.3  Physical Models and Hydraulic Similarity :  
      
The relationship between a prototype and its model is governed by the laws of 
hydraulic similarity . In the physical hydraulic model , the flow conditions are 
said to be similar to those in the prototype if the model displays :    
 
1 . Geometric  similarity .  
2 . Kinematic similarity  . 
3 . Dynamic similarity   . 
 
Geometric similarity implies that the ratio of any two dimensions in undistorted 
model is the same as the corresponding ratio in the prototype , or  
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                                    rL = pL / mL                       length                 (3.5) 
   
Where the subscripts p and m refer to the prototype and model parameters 
respectively, and the subscript r indicates the ratio of prototype quantity to 
corresponding model quantity.   
 
For distorted model the vertical scale ratio are different than the horizontal ones 
. i.e, VrL  ≠ HrL  .  The majority of the rivers engineering models are of this kind. 
In this study the type of distorted model is considered inherently. 
 
Kinematic similarity implies that the ratios of prototype characteristic 
velocities and accelerations to model velocities and accelerations  are the same  
 . i.e. . 
 
 
                                         rV  = PV / mV                              velocity              (3.6.1) 
                                         ra  = Pa / ma                              acceleration       (3.6.2) 
 
Dynamic similarity implies that the ratio of prototype forces to model forces 
are equal .   
 
                              rF = PF / mF                              force                  (3.7) 
 
Work and power are other parameters involved in dynamic similitude . 
 
In general , the attainment of dynamic similarity also requires and implies 
kinematic similarity , and kinematic similarity likewise implies geometric 
similarity . Therefore complete similarity will be attained if dynamic similarity 
is fulfilled .   
 
For open channel flow , the gravity is the predominant factor influencing flow 
motion .  In this case model – prototype similarity is performed usually with a 
Froude similitude where  
  
                                          PFr  = mFr                                                              (3.8) 
 
The model must be planned and operated in such away that the Froude number 
in the model is equal to the Froude number in the prototype . i.e.  
 
                                         ( ) 2/1P
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From which 
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                                         2/1rLVr =                                                         (3.9) 
Accordingly, the time ratio is obtained as  
                                         2/1r
r
r
r L
V
L
T ==                                                 (3.10) 
and the discharge  ratio for  undistorted model 
 
                                         2/5rrrr LVAQ ==                                              (3.11) 
                                                                              
 
3.4  Spillway models : 
 
A physical model test should be made for every important spillway. The model 
should cover the stream for a short distance upstream and longer one 
downstream, so as to study the water action downstream of the spillway. This 
is a very important point in designing the protection works downstream the 
spillway .  
 
A very important problem in the design of a physical model is the selection of 
the model scale . Spillway for large dam may be studied on models with scale 
ratios in the range from 1 : 30  to 1 : 100  .  Spillway model should be run 
under every condition that can happen in the prototype, for unexpected 
circumstances may arise such as : 
  
1:  Scour.  
2:  Vibration.  
3:  Air entrainment. 
4:  Cavitations damage. 
 
Likewise , the determination of the discharge coefficients DC for the spillway is 
very important . Different spillway shapes and geometry provides different 
discharge coefficient .The geometry of the crest and the shape of the 
downstream channel of the spillway influences significantly the discharge 
coefficient DC .  For most spillway models , knowledge of the coefficient  DC   
will allow better management and operation of the spillway and hence the 
reservoir . 
 
The behavior of broad crested weirs falling free and ogee spillway have been 
well studied. However, spillway with chute channel of slope greater than 2 : 1 
are still in need for further investigation .The shape of the transition section 
from the crest to the chute channel has great influence on the capacity of the 
spillway. 
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The profile of the chute channel is usually selected to conform to topographic 
and geologic site conditions. It is generally defined as straight reaches, which 
has a straight centerline and is of uniform width. In many cases of chute 
spillway design, the profile of the chute channel may include a vertical curve. 
The profile of the vertical curve is in the form of a parabolic curve based on the 
trajectory of a jet. The floor profile should be based on the equation for a free 
trajectory:  
 
                                              ( )22
2
cos25.12
tan
θ
θ
V
xg
xy −=  
 
Sharp convex and concave vertical curves should be avoided to prevent 
unsatisfactory flows.    
          
3.5  Flow measurement : 
 
For laboratory studies, a sharp crested weir is usually constructed  a  cross the 
recirculating channel to determine the discharges of the model tests . The 
discharge Q for a sharp crested weir is given by a relation of the form : 
 
                                             ( ) 2/32/123/2 hLsCgQ D=                            (3.12)                                
 Where :  
                              
Q  =  Discharge  ( m ³ / s )                   
Ls =  Length of the weir  ( m ) . 
h   =  Measured  head   ( m ) .  
DC = Discharge coefficient . 
P   = Height of the  weir ( m ) . 
 
From the early experimental work of Rehbock , DC values are closely 
approximated by the formula 
                                           
P
hCD 083.0602.0 +=                                       (3.13) 
 
In the next chapter the flow characteristics and evaluation of the discharge 
coefficient DC  for chute spillway is studied experimentally. The procedure and 
experimental setup are also presented in this chapter. 
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Chapter ( 4 ) 
 
Experimental Study 
 
 
In this chapter the experimental setup and data collection and measurements 
procedure were explained .As mentioned before, the purpose of the experiment 
is to investigate the impacts of spillway chute channel slope on the parameters 
of the flow, mainly the discharge coefficient. The experiments were run at the 
river mechanics flume at the hydraulic laboratory of the Civil Engineering 
Department, Khartoum University.  
 
Fig (4-1), gives the general layout of the experimentation hall at the hydraulic 
laboratory including the flumes and pumps.  
 
4.1 The river mechanics flume: 
 
The river mechanics flume was constructed in the 1980 s  to satisfy the needs 
of  researches in the open channel flows . The flume was designed mainly to 
help carrying experimental studies in river mechanics.  
 
The testing flume is a rectangular circulating channel which is 1.20 m  wide  
and 1.0 m  depth  .  The channel section is 24.0 m  long with a side walls made 
out of bricks with the whole surface paved with smooth thick plastering layer .  
 
A side channel was constructed to guide the flow from the testing flume back 
to the well systems . This side channel is 0.40 m wide, 0.55 m deep, and 6.5 m 
length. 
 
The well systems was constructed to store the required amount of water for 
testing. It consist of two wells of different capacities connected together as 
shown in Fig (4.1) . The total capacity of the two wells is about 70 m ³  .                               
  
Three pumps driven by electric motors , are located on the side of the zump 
well and they deliver water through pipes to the testing flume . Mainly there 
are two pipes used to carry water from the zump to the flume. Table (4.1) 
shows the specifications and capacities of these pumps. The valves were used 
to control the flow rate. The discharges ranges between  0.00164 m ³ / s  to  
0.02924 m ³ / s . 
  
Different types of measuring instruments have been used in the tests. A 
movable carriage car was used to determine the depth of flow throughout the 
model. It is provided with a vertical gauge of length 1.50 m  ( reading up to  1.0 
mm ) , to measure the depth of flow .The percentage error of  the measured 
depth at the crest is in the range 1.25 - 2.5 % ( according to scale ) . 
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Table ( 4.1 ) : Motors specifications. 
 
Motor No 1 2 3 
Specifications    
Type Y 160M-6 Y132M-4 1322HAZ 
Power 7.5 Kw 7.5 Kw 11 Kw 
R.P.M 970 1440 2920 
Voltage 580 / 660 415 415 
Amp 17 / 9.78 14.1 21.7 
Hz 50 50 50 
Weight 122 Kg 82 Kg 85 Kg 
 
4.2  The models  : 
 
Physical models are generally constructed from materials such as concrete , 
metal , wood , Plexiglass , and others . For this study , the models have been 
constructed from cement and bricks , which have the advantages of being 
workable even when wet .  This type of model also have a relatively high wall 
roughness in comparison with the others type of models . This fact is important 
to reduce the effect of surface tension . 
 
The main parts of the model such as the spillway crest  and the chute channel 
have been constructed from bricks with the upper surface paved with smooth 
thick plastering layer . The side walls are also of brick , which plastered with a 
thin layer of cement . 
 
Although the whole surface of the model have been designed and constructed 
to be very smooth , so as to satisfy similarity requirements but exact similarity 
with respect to surface roughness cannot be  attained . The  prototype  spillway 
surface  is usually made out of concrete with an effective  roughness ( ks ) 
about  0.003 m . If the model scale is  1 : 50  ,  so  the  model  roughness  
should  be  equal to   (  0.003 / 50   =   0.00006  m  ) , which of course cannot  
be  obtained at the laboratory using plastered surface . This condition may 
reduce the flow velocity but will result in increasing the flow depth hence 
getting rid from surface tension problems .  In scaling back to the prototype the 
roughness of the model can be taken for the model with slight modification. 
 
Three models of chute spillway were constructed for the purpose of this study, 
Fig (4.2). The model dimensions are given in Table (4.2) below. The horizontal 
approach width has been chosen to obtain critical flow near or at the beginning 
of the chute channel. The models have been tested for two different slopes 
mainly, 1 : 6 and 1 : 3 .  
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Photo no 1 : Delivery pumps 
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Table  (4.2 ) :  Models dimensions . 
 
Model Width (L) Length ( Lo ) Height ( z ) H Chute 
NO (m) (m) (m) (m) Slope 
1 1.2 3.0 0.5 0.12 1 : 6 
2 0.6 3.0 0.5 0.12 1 : 6 
3 0.6 1.5 0.5 0.12 1 : 3 
 
Fig (4-2) and (4.3) define the problem variables schematically: y is the water 
depth through the model, L is the model width , dH  is the water head far 
distance upstream the model, Z is the model crest height above the floor of the 
testing flume, H is the horizontal approach length, Lo is the model length, and 
θ is the slope of the chute channel. 
 
4.3  Experimental procedure  :  
 
The test is started by starting the pumps to fill the flume and continued till the 
flow attained steady state condition . When the flow reached the steady state 
the measurements began. As the flow passed over the crest and the chute 
channel an undular hydraulic jump is formed downstream the toe of the chute. 
It is almost a very weak jump , characterized only by small surface undulation .  
Fig (4-4 ) , represented the water surface profile shape over the chute spillway . 
 
The movable carriage is used to gauge the flow at the crest of the spillway 
every 10 mm distance and the flow depth along the chute channel every 100 
mm distance.    
 
Then the flow passed to the side channel where a perforated screen is 
constructed to decrease the undulation effects before the flow reaches the sharp 
crested weir as shown in Fig (4.1) . A gauge is used to determine the depth of 
water above the sharp crested weir . 
 
Then at last water is passed through the side channel to the well as 
demonstrated in Fig (4.1) . 
 
In the interests of accurate discharge measurements it is important that the total 
head on the weir should be measured in different points upstream the point 
where the downward acceleration starts . Variations in depth or the undulatory 
condition upstream the point of measurement have been diminished by the 
perforated screen constructed across the side channel , 3.5 m upstream the 
sharp crested weir .  
 
For the whole tests , the depth of free surface flow in the chute channel were 
slightly decreased as it travel downstream . The limited degree of variations in  
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Photo no 2 : Flow over chute spillway ( looking upstream )  
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Photo no 3 : Flow over chute spillway ( crest width 0.6 m ) 
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depth is attributed to  unsymmetrical roughness throughout the  chute channel 
supercritical flow .  
 
4.4  The sharp crested weir : 
 
A sharp crested weir has been constructed across the side channel to determine 
the discharge . The sharp crested weir has a height  P = 0.40  m  and  length 
Ls =  0.38  m . The discharge Q for the sharp crested weir is given by  
 
                                                     5.1122.1 hCQ D=  
 
Where : h  =  the upstream water head . 
 
The head on the weir is measured upstream the point where the downward 
acceleration commences, which is four times the maximum head. For the 
accurate discharge computations the total head on the weir have been measured 
at different three points upstream the weir. So the total head must be equal to 
the average value. 
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Photo no 4 : Sharp crested weir 
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4.5  Model Readings  : 
 
4.5.1  Chute channel profile : 
 
Tables (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) give the readings of the models bed profile              
(elevation) above the flume floor, for the two chute slopes 1 : 3 and 1 : 6 .   
 
4.5.2  Experiments of model  1   ( Slope 1 : 6 , Width = 1.20 m  ) : 
 
For this model 8 runs were carried out. The following table’s (4.6) to (4.13) 
represented the readings obtained for this model. 
 
4.5.3  Experiments of model  2   ( Slope 1 : 6 , Width = 0.60 m  ) : 
 
For this model 10 runs were carried out. The experiments represented the water 
levels upstream the model and the sharp crested weir heads. The following 
table’s (4.14) to (4.23) represented the readings obtained for the model . 
Experiment 3 , 6 , 7 , 8 , and 9 represented also the readings of the water 
surface profile over the model , table ( 4.24 ) to ( 4.28 ) . 
 
4.5.4  Experiments of model  3   ( Slope 1 : 3 , Width = 0.60 m  ) : 
 
For this model 8 runs were carried out. The experiments represented the water 
levels upstream the model and the sharp crested weir heads. The following 
table’s (4.29) to (4.36) represented the readings obtained for the model . 
Experiment 2 , 4 , and 8 represented also the readings of the water surface 
profile over the model  , table ( 4.37 ) to ( 4.39 ) . 
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Table ( 4 . 3 ) : Model 1  Table ( 4 . 4 ) :  Model 2
Model  :  1       Slope 1 : 6 Model  :  2       Slope 1 : 6
Model width : 1.20 m Model width : 0.60 m
      
Distance Bed elevation   Distance Bed elevation 
( m ) ( m )   ( m ) ( m ) 
          
0.00 0.500   0.00 0.500 
0.01 0.500   0.01 0.500 
0.02 0.500   0.02 0.500 
0.03 0.500   0.03 0.500 
0.04 0.500   0.04 0.500 
0.05 0.500   0.05 0.500 
0.06 0.500   0.06 0.500 
0.07 0.500   0.07 0.500 
0.08 0.500   0.08 0.500 
0.09 0.500   0.09 0.500 
0.10 0.500   0.10 0.500 
0.11 0.500   0.11 0.500 
0.12 0.500   0.12 0.500 
0.13 0.498   0.13 0.498 
0.15 0.495   0.15 0.495 
0.20 0.487   0.20 0.487 
0.30 0.471   0.30 0.471 
0.40 0.455   0.40 0.455 
0.50 0.439   0.50 0.439 
0.60 0.423   0.60 0.423 
0.70 0.409   0.70 0.409 
0.80 0.393   0.80 0.393 
0.90 0.377   0.90 0.377 
1.00 0.360   1.00 0.360 
1.10 0.342   1.10 0.342 
1.20 0.325   1.20 0.325 
1.30 0.308   1.30 0.308 
1.40 0.292   1.40 0.292 
1.50 0.275   1.50 0.275 
1.60 0.258   1.60 0.258 
1.70 0.240   1.70 0.240 
1.80 0.225   1.80 0.225 
1.90 0.209   1.90 0.209 
2.00 0.192   2.00 0.192 
2.10 0.177   2.10 0.177 
2.20 0.159   2.20 0.159 
2.30 0.143   2.30 0.143 
2.40 0.126   2.40 0.126 
2.50 0.110   2.50 0.110 
2.60 0.094   2.60 0.094 
2.70 0.075   2.70 0.075 
2.80 0.060   2.80 0.060 
2.90 0.043   2.90 0.043 
3.00 0.024   3.00 0.024 
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Table ( 4 . 5 ) :  Model 3
Model  :  3       Slope 1 : 3 
Model width : 0.60 m
  
Distance Bed elevation
( m ) ( m ) 
    
0.00 0.500 
0.01 0.500 
0.02 0.500 
0.03 0.500 
0.04 0.500 
0.05 0.500 
0.06 0.500 
0.07 0.500 
0.08 0.500 
0.09 0.500 
0.10 0.500 
0.11 0.500 
0.12 0.500 
0.13 0.497 
0.15 0.490 
0.20 0.474 
0.30 0.441 
0.40 0.408 
0.50 0.376 
0.60 0.342 
0.70 0.309 
0.80 0.277 
0.90 0.244 
1.00 0.210 
1.10 0.174 
1.20 0.139 
1.30 0.108 
1.40 0.077 
1.50 0.044 
1.60 0.010 
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Chapter ( 5 )  
 
Analysis 
 
In this chapter the data and experimental results of the laboratory work are 
analyzed. First the discharge, critical flow depth and Froude number values 
were computed over the model spillway. Comparisons of the calculated values 
and measured ones are shown. The relation defining the water surface profile is 
derived. This is followed by calculation of the discharge coefficient DC  for 
chute spillway for the tested slopes and spillway working head. 
 
5.1  Discharge computation : 
  
5.1.1 The sharp crested weir : 
 
The sharp crested weirs are commonly used as a means of discharge 
measurement. It consists of a vertical plate mounted at right angles to the flow 
and having a sharp edged crest Fig (5-1).  The discharge Q for a sharp crested 
weir is given by a relation of the form : 
 
                                      ( ) 2/32/123/2 hLsCgQ D=                                    (5.1)                              
 Where :  
                              
Q  =  Discharge  ( m ³ / s )                   
Ls =  Length of the weir  ( m ) . 
h   =  Measured  head   ( m ) .  
DC = Discharge coefficient . 
P  =  Height of the  weir ( m ) . 
 
From the early experimental work of Rehbock, DC values are closely 
approximated by the formula 
 
                                    
P
h
CD 083.0602.0 +=                                            (5.2) 
        
According to which DC becomes equal to 0.602 as P becomes very large. 
The use of equations (5.1) and  (5.2) for  ( run 2 , model 2 )  gives : 
For Ls  = 0.38 m  , P = 0.40 m  , h= 0.033 m  ( average value ) . 
DC = 0. 602 + 0.083 * 0.033 / 0.40  =  0.6088475 
While  : 
( ) 2/32/1 033.038.06088475.023/2 ×××= gQ  
Q  =   0.00409564  m 3 / s . 
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Summery of the discharges computations are presented in Tables  (5.1) to (5.3).  
        
The results show that the value of DC varies from 0.6057 to 0.6269 which 
correspond to discharge range 0.001641 to 0.02924 m 3 / s. These discharge 
magnitudes were used to compute rF and the critical depth cy for different runs 
of the three models. 
 
5.2  Critical depth computation :  
 
The critical depth is computed based on the relation below for rectangular 
section : 
                                         
3/1
2
2
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛=
gl
Qyc                                                        (5.3) 
 
Where  : l  =  Model width . 
 
For run  No 2   with Q=  0.00409564  m 3 / s  ,  l   =  0.60 m                                     
The calculated cy =  ( 0.00409564 2  / 0.60 2 * 9.81 ) 1/3 = 0.016809 m  
                                                                                           = 16.809  mm 
                                           
Summary of the critical depth computations is shown in the following Tables     
(5.4) to (5.6) . The computed values of the critical depths were useful in 
identifying the location of the critical depth on the crest as the flow changes 
from subcritical to supercritical flow. 
 
5.3  Froude Number computation :  
 
The value of Froude number is helpful in checking the nature of the flow over 
the spillway as it varies from subcritical to supercritical for fixed discharge 
value for rectangular section on the horizontal crest floor. 
 
                           ( ) ( ) ( ) 2/12/12/1 ygy
q
ygA
Q
yg
v
Fr ===  
 
Summery of some of rF number computations is given in the following tables  
(5.7) to (5.14) . 
 
5.4  Surface Profile : 
 
The determination of the water surface profile shape over the spillway is 
important for the design of spillway channel, abutment walls, and downstream 
stilling basin.         
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Table ( 5.1) : Sharp crested weir discharges   
Model No : 1 Crest width = 1.20  m      Chute slope = 1 : 6
    
Run  No . Weir head Cd Q  
  h  in  (m)   ( m ³ / s ) 
      
1 0.031 0.6084325 0.003726463 
2 0.047 0.6117525 0.006994624 
3 0.050 0.6123750 0.007682707 
4 0.053 0.6129970 0.008392938 
5 0.055 0.6134125 0.008878477 
6 0.063 0.6150725 0.010913875 
7 0.066 0.6156900 0.011714394 
8 0.070 0.6165250 0.012812669 
    
    
Table ( 5.2 ) : Sharp crested weir discharges   
Model No : 2 Crest width = 0.60  m      Chute slope = 1 : 6
    
Run  No . Weir head Cd Q  
  h  in  (m)   ( m ³ / s ) 
      
1 0.018 0.6057350 0.001641471 
2 0.033 0.6088475 0.004095635 
3 0.040 0.6103000 0.005478671 
4 0.050 0.6123750 0.007682707 
5 0.053 0.6129975 0.008392944 
6 0.064 0.6152800 0.011178527 
7 0.067 0.6159025 0.011985772 
8 0.097 0.6221275 0.021090110 
9 0.115 0.6258625 0.027388455 
10 0.120 0.6269000 0.029242330 
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Table ( 5.3 ) : Sharp crested weir discharges   
Model No : 3   Crest width = 0.60  m        Chute slope = 1 : 3
    
Run  No . Weir head Cd Q  
  h  in  (m)    ( m ³ / s ) 
       
1 0.030 0.6082250 0.003546402 
2 0.033 0.6088475 0.004095635 
3 0.096 0.6219200 0.020757890 
4 0.097 0.6221275 0.021090110 
5 0.099 0.6225425 0.021760238 
6 0.111 0.6250325 0.025937547 
7 0.115 0.6258625 0.027388455 
8 0.117 0.6262775 0.028124670 
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Table ( 5.4 ) : Critical depth computations    
Model No : 1        Crest Width = 1.20  m            Chute Slope = 1 : 6 
      
Run  No . Weir head Cd Q  L yc 
  h  in  (m)    ( m ³ / s ) ( m ) ( m ) 
          
1 0.031 0.6084325 0.0037265 1.2 0.00994
2 0.047 0.6117525 0.0069946 1.2 0.01513
3 0.050 0.612375 0.0076827 1.2 0.01611
4 0.053 0.6129975 0.0083929 1.2 0.01708
5 0.055 0.6134125 0.0088785 1.2 0.01774
6 0.063 0.6150725 0.0109139 1.2 0.02035
7 0.066 0.615695 0.0117145 1.2 0.02134
8 0.070 0.616525 0.0128127 1.2 0.02265
      
      
Table ( 5.5 ) : Critical depth computations    
Model No : 2          Crest Width = 0.60  m            Chute Slope = 1 : 6 
      
Run  No . Weir head Cd Q  L yc 
  h  in  (m)    ( m ³ / s ) ( m ) ( m ) 
          
1 0.018 0.6057350 0.0016415 0.6 0.00914
2 0.033 0.6088475 0.0040956 0.6 0.01681
3 0.040 0.6103000 0.0054787 0.6 0.02041
4 0.050 0.6123750 0.0076827 0.6 0.02557
5 0.053 0.6129975 0.0083929 0.6 0.02712
6 0.064 0.6152800 0.0111785 0.6 0.03283
7 0.067 0.6159025 0.0119858 0.6 0.03439
8 0.097 0.6221275 0.0210901 0.6 0.05013
9 0.115 0.6258625 0.0273885 0.6 0.05967
10 0.120 0.6269000 0.0292423 0.6 0.06233
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Table ( 5, 6 ) : Critical depth computations 
Model No : 3     Crest Width = 0.60  m Chute Slope = 1 : 3 
      
Run  No . Weir head Cd Q  L yc 
  h  in  (m)    ( m ³ / s ) ( m ) ( m ) 
          
1 0.030 0.6082250 0.003546402 0.6 0.01527
2 0.033 0.6088475 0.004095635 0.6 0.01681
3 0.096 0.6219200 0.020757890 0.6 0.0496
4 0.097 0.6221275 0.021090110 0.6 0.05013
5 0.099 0.6225425 0.021760238 0.6 0.05118
6 0.111 0.6250325 0.025937547 0.6 0.05754
7 0.115 0.6258625 0.027388455 0.6 0.05967
8 0.117 0.6262775 0.028124670 0.6 0.06073
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Table ( 5 - 7 )   Table ( 5 - 8 )   
       
Model :  2 Run  :  3   Model :  2 Run  :  6  
Q = 0.00547867   m ³/ s   Q = 0.011179   m ³ / s  
Distance Water Depth Fr  Distance Water Depth Fr 
(m) y  in  (m)    (m) y  in  (m)   
-0.3 0.040 0.36444  -0.3 0.057 0.43712
-0.1 0.039 0.37855  -0.1 0.055 0.46118
0 0.034 0.46505  0 0.048 0.56566
0.01 0.033 0.48635  0.01 0.046 0.60295
0.02 0.031 0.53416  0.02 0.045 0.62316
0.03 0.029 0.59036  0.03 0.043 0.66714
0.04 0.027 0.65716  0.04 0.041 0.71654
0.05 0.026 0.69543  0.05 0.039 0.77236
0.06 0.024 0.78415  0.06 0.037 0.83582
0.07 0.022 0.89347  0.07 0.035 0.90848
0.08 0.021 0.95805  0.08 0.032 1.03918
0.09 0.020 1.03079  0.09 0.030 1.14482
0.10 0.019 1.11323  0.10 0.028 1.26964
0.11 0.018 1.20728  0.11 0.025 1.5049
0.12 0.017 1.31535  0.12 0.023 1.7054
 
Table ( 5 - 9 )    Table ( 5 - 10 )   
       
Model :  2 Run  :  7   Model :  2 Run  :  8  
Q = 0.01198577   m ³ / s   Q = 0.02109011   m ³ / s  
Distance Water Depth Fr  Distance Water Depth Fr 
(m) y  in  (m)   (m) y  in  (m)   
-0.3 0.063 0.40334  -0.3 0.089 0.42268
-0.1 0.061 0.42334  -0.1 0.087 0.43733
0 0.053 0.52272  0 0.080 0.49597
0.01 0.052 0.53787  0.01 0.079 0.50542
0.02 0.050 0.57046  0.02 0.077 0.52524
0.03 0.048 0.60648  0.03 0.075 0.54639
0.04 0.046 0.64646  0.04 0.073 0.56900
0.05 0.043 0.71528  0.05 0.070 0.60596
0.06 0.040 0.79724  0.06 0.067 0.64711
0.07 0.037 0.89614  0.07 0.064 0.69314
0.08 0.035 0.97404  0.08 0.061 0.74490
0.09 0.033 1.06392  0.09 0.058 0.80344
0.10 0.031 1.16852  0.10 0.055 0.87006
0.11 0.029 1.29147  0.11 0.052 0.94643
0.12 0.028 1.36127  0.12 0.049 1.03466
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Table ( 5 - 11 )    Table ( 5 - 12 )   
       
Model :  2 Run  :  9   Model :  3 Run  :  2  
Q = 0.027388    m ³ / s   Q = 0.0040956   m ³ / s  
Distance Water Depth Fr  Distance Water Depth Fr 
(m) y  in  (m)   (m) y  in  (m)   
-0.3 0.104 0.43453  -0.3 0.034 0.34763
-0.1 0.101 0.45404  -0.1 0.033 0.36355
0 0.092 0.52227  0 0.030 0.41942
0.01 0.090 0.53977  0.01 0.029 0.4413
0.02 0.088 0.55828  0.02 0.028 0.46515
0.03 0.085 0.58809  0.03 0.027 0.49123
0.04 0.082 0.62066  0.04 0.026 0.51984
0.05 0.079 0.65635  0.05 0.025 0.55134
0.06 0.076 0.69559  0.06 0.023 0.6248
0.07 0.073 0.73891  0.07 0.022 0.66788
0.08 0.070 0.78691  0.08 0.021 0.71615
0.09 0.067 0.84035  0.09 0.020 0.77053
0.10 0.064 0.90013  0.10 0.019 0.83215
0.11 0.060 0.99163  0.11 0.017 0.98324
0.12 0.057 1.07093  0.12 0.016 1.07684
       
Table ( 5 - 13 )    Table ( 5 - 14 )   
       
Model :  3 Run  :  4   Model :  3 Run  :  8  
Q = 0.0210901   m ³ / s   Q = 0.0281247   m ³ / s  
Distance Water Depth Fr  Distance Water Depth Fr 
(m) y  in  (m)   (m) y  in  (m)   
-0.3 0.088 0.4299  -0.3 0.101 0.46625
-0.1 0.086 0.44498  -0.1 0.097 0.49539
0 0.078 0.51517  0 0.089 0.56366
0.01 0.076 0.53564  0.01 0.087 0.58321
0.02 0.073 0.569  0.02 0.084 0.61473
0.03 0.071 0.59321  0.03 0.082 0.63735
0.04 0.069 0.61918  0.04 0.079 0.6740
0.05 0.067 0.64711  0.05 0.076 0.7143
0.06 0.063 0.70971  0.06 0.073 0.75878
0.07 0.061 0.7449  0.07 0.070 0.80808
0.08 0.057 0.82467  0.08 0.066 0.88265
0.09 0.054 0.89434  0.09 0.063 0.94644
0.10 0.051 0.9744  0.10 0.060 1.0183
0.11 0.048 1.06716  0.11 0.056 1.12933
0.12 0.045 1.17564  0.12 0.053 1.22656
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In this part of the study the shape of the flow profile for chute spillways with 
upstream horizontal approach is investigated using the results of the model 
tests. As discussed before one of the purposes of the tests is to derive relations 
that can be used to obtain the water surface profiles for different channel slopes 
for chute spillways. 
 
5.4.1  Model  2  results : ( chute slope  1 : 6 ) 
    
Fig (5-2-1) to (5-2-4) shows the shapes of the water surface profiles obtained 
from tests of model 2 for different flow discharges. Here y is the vertical 
distance in (m) measured from the datum which is the floor of the flume 
channel. This datum is given the value 0.0 . The zero of the horizontal distance 
is chosen right at the vertical wall of the model as shown in the figures.  It 
should be noted that the crest of the model spillway is located at level  0.5 m 
above the datum.  
                  
Values of the coordinates that define the shape of the water surface profile over 
a chute spillway are shown in table (5–15) in dimensionless form. These data 
are based on experimental tests of experiment 7 , 8 ,  and 9 of model 2  . The 
variable dH  refers to the head over the crest of the spillway as shown in 
figures.  
 
Table (5.15)  : values of  x / H  vs  y / dH  for  model  2  .  
 
x / H  y / dH  
0.08333 0.877 
0.16666 0.854 
0.25000 0.830 
0.33333 0.804 
0.41667 0.778 
0.50000 0.739 
0.58333 0.714 
0.66667 0.674 
0.75000 0.648 
0.83333 0.620 
0.91667 0.580 
1.00000 0.554 
 
It is assumed that the water surface profile follows a relation of the form  
 
                                                nXCY =                                                    
Where    
dH
y
Y =  and   
H
x
X =   
y   =  Water depth at a distance   x  from the edge of the crest . 
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In this part of the study the shape of the flow profile for chute spillways with 
upstream horizontal approach is investigated using the results of the model 
tests. As discussed before one of the purposes of the tests is to derive relations 
that can be used to obtain the water surface profiles for different channel slopes 
for chute spillways. 
 
5.4.1  Model  2  results : ( chute slope  1 : 6 ) 
    
Fig (5-2-1) to (5-2-4) shows the shapes of the water surface profiles obtained 
from tests of model 2 for different flow discharges. Here y is the vertical 
distance in (m) measured from the datum which is the floor of the flume 
channel. This datum is given the value 0.0 . The zero of the horizontal distance 
is chosen right at the vertical wall of the model as shown in the figures.  It 
should be noted that the crest of the model spillway is located at level  0.5 m 
above the datum.  
                  
Values of the coordinates that define the shape of the water surface profile over 
a chute spillway are shown in table (5–15) in dimensionless form. These data 
are based on experimental tests of experiment 7 , 8 ,  and 9 of model 2  . The 
variable dH  refers to the head over the crest of the spillway as shown in 
figures.  
 
Table (5.15)  : values of  x / H  vs  y / dH  for  model  2  .  
 
x / H  y / dH  
0.08333 0.877 
0.16666 0.854 
0.25000 0.830 
0.33333 0.804 
0.41667 0.778 
0.50000 0.739 
0.58333 0.714 
0.66667 0.674 
0.75000 0.648 
0.83333 0.620 
0.91667 0.580 
1.00000 0.554 
 
It is assumed that the water surface profile follows a relation of the form  
 
                                                nXCY =                                                    
Where    
dH
y
Y =  and   
H
x
X =   
y   =  Water depth at a distance   x  from the edge of the crest . 
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5.4.2  Model  3  results : ( chute slope  1 : 3 ) 
 
Fig (5-4-1) to (5-4-3) , shows the shapes of the water surface profile developed 
from tests of model 3 for different discharges .  
 
Values of the coordinates that define the shape of the water surface profile are 
shown in table  (5–17 )  below . These data are based on experimental tests of 
experiment 2 , 4 , and 8 of  model 3 .  
 
Table (5.17)  : values of  x / H  vs  y / dH  for  model  3  .  
 
x / H  y / dH  
0.08333 0.859 
0.16666 0.828 
0.25000 0.804 
0.33333 0.777 
0.41667 0.750 
0.50000 0.702 
0.58333 0.678 
0.66667 0.640 
0.75000 0.609 
0.83333 0.581 
0.91667 0.533 
1.00000 0.500 
 
Following the same steps as for model 2 then the best fitting equation that 
defines the water surface profile for model 3 takes the form:  
 
                                           
2116.0
5708.0
−
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛=
H
x
H
y
d
                               (5.5) 
 
i.e, C  =  0.5708   and  n  =   -0.2116  
 
Table (5-18) gives the differences between the calculated values and the 
measured data. The maximum difference in  ( y / dH  ) is  less than 9 % . 
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Table (5.18) : Percentage differences between measured ( y / dH ) m  and 
calculated ( y / dH ) E 
 
x / H mY =  ( y / dH ) m EY = ( y / dH ) E Difference in  % 
 Measured Equation 5.23 ( EY  - mY  ) / EY  
0.16666 0.828 0.834 +0.72 
0.25000 0.804 0.765 -5.09 
0.33333 0.777 0.721 -7.76 
0.41667 0.750 0.687 -9.17 
0.50000 0.702 0.661 -6.20 
0.58333 0.678 0.639 -6.10 
0.66667 0.640 0.621 -3.06 
0.75000 0.609 0.607 -0.33 
0.83333 0.581 0.593 +2.02 
0.91667 0.533 0.581 +8.26 
 
5.4.3  Comparison of the two model tests : 
 
Comparison between the water surface profile of the two models 2 and 3 is 
shown in fig (5-5) . In table (5.19) the values of the coefficient  C  and the 
exponent  n  corresponding to the chute slopes are given . 
 
As Fig (5.5) and Table (5.19) indicate the chute of model 3 has steep slope 
which gives high velocity and small depth in contrast to that of model 2 . 
 
Table (5.19) :  values of coefficient C  and n . 
 
Model Slope C  n  
Model  2 1 : 6 0.6133 -0.187 
Model  3 1 : 3 0.5708 -0.2116 
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5.5 : Discharge Coefficient  C d  : 
 
As a result of the model studies the discharge coefficient for a chute spillway 
can be defined using the general equation :  
  
                                              nd HLCQ =                                                    (5.6)  
Where : 
Q   = Discharge  in 3m / s . 
dC = Discharge coefficient . 
L   = Length of the crest in  m . 
dH = Head in m . 
 
5.5.1 Model 1 calculations : 
 
Table (5.20) gives the values of dH vs the corresponding discharge Q  for 
model 1 runs. These values were used to derive the discharge coefficient DC for 
model 1.  
 
Table (5.20)  : dH vs Q for  model 1 . 
 
Run No . dH  Q  
 (m ) (m ³ / s ) 
1 0.020 0.003726 
2 0.029 0.006995 
3 0.030 0.007683 
4 0.031 0.008393 
5 0.033 0.008878 
6 0.037 0.010914 
7 0.039 0.011714 
8 0.041 0.012813 
 
Fig (5-6 ) shows  the  relation between  the head dH and the discharge Q . 
 
Equation (5.6) above is a non – liner relation . To linearize the equation the 
logarithm of the two sides of the discharge equation is taken where  : 
 
                      Log Q  = Log  ( DC * L  ) + n * Log dH                              (5.7) 
  
From linear algebra the straight line equation is : 
  
                       Y  = 0C  + m X                                                                   (5.8) 
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Where :  
                       m   =  Slope of the line . 
                       0C   =  Constant .  
 
So from eq (5.7) and  eq (5.8)  :  
 
Y   =  Log Q  ,  X  =  Log dH  , 0C  =  Log  ( DC * L )  ,  m  =  n 
 
Table  (5-21)  , define the logarithm of the variables ( dH  and Q ) corresponding 
to  table (5.20 ) .  
 
Table (5.21)  : Log  dH  vs  Log Q  of  model  1 .  
 
Model : 1                              Crest width =1.20 m                 Chute slope = 1 : 6
Run No . dH  Q  Log dH  Log Q  
 ( m ) ( m ³ / s )   
1 0.020 0.003726 -1.698970 -2.42875 
2 0.029 0.006995 -1.537602 -2.15521 
3 0.030 0.007683 -1.522878 -2.11446 
4 0.031 0.008393 -1.508638 -2.07608 
5 0.033 0.008878 -1.481486 -2.05168 
6 0.037 0.010914 -1.431798 -1.96201 
7 0.039 0.011714 -1.408935 -1.93129 
8 0.041 0.012813 -1.387216 -1.89234 
 
A graphical expression is derived from table (5-21) .This  is shown in  fig (5-7)  
, which shows the value of  ( log  dH   Vs  log  Q  ) .  
 
From fig  (5-7 ) : 
 
Y  = 1.7199 * X  + 0.4986 
Slope of the straight line   =   m  = n= 1.7199 . 
Log  ( DC  * L  )  =  0C  
Log  ( DC  * L  )  =  0.4986 
Accordingly 
DC  * L   =  3.152   . And for L  = 1.20 m  then 
DC   =    2.6267 .  
 
The discharge equation for model 1 can be written as  : 
   
                                       
1.7199
dHL2.6267Q ××=            (Chute slope  =  1 : 6 ) 
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5.5.2  Model 2 calculations : 
 
Table (5.22) gives the values of  dH  vs the corresponding discharge  Q  for 
model 2  runs . These values were used to derive the discharge coefficient DC  
for model 2 .  
 
Table (5.22)  : dH   vs  Q  for model 2 . 
 
Run  No . dH  Q  
 (m ) ( m ³ / s ) 
1 0.020 0.001641 
2 0.033 0.004096 
3 0.040 0.005479 
4 0.049 0.007683 
5 0.051 0.008393 
6 0.057 0.011179 
7 0.062 0.011986 
8 0.089 0.02109 
9 0.103 0.027388 
10 0.107 0.029242 
 
Fig  (5-8 )  shows the relation between the head  dH   and the discharge  Q   . 
 
Table  (5-23 )  ,  define  the  logarithm of  the  variables ( dH   and  Q  ) similar 
to Table  (5.21) .  
 
Table (5.23)  : Log  dH  vs  Log Q  of  model  2 .  
 
Model : 2                                Crest width = 0.60 m              Chute slope = 1 : 6
Run  No . dH  Q  Log dH  Log Q  
 ( m ) ( m ³ / s )   
1 0.020 0.001641 -1.69896 -2.7849 
2 0.033 0.004096 -1.48146 -2.3876 
3 0.040 0.005479 -1.39794 -2.2613 
4 0.049 0.007683 -1.30981 -2.1144 
5 0.051 0.008393 -1.29242 -2.0761 
6 0.057 0.011179 -1.24412 -1.9516 
7 0.062 0.011986 -1.20761 -1.9213 
8 0.089 0.021090 -1.05061 -1.6759 
9 0.103 0.027388 -0.98716 -1.5624 
10 0.107 0.029242 -0.97061 -1.5339 
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A graphical expression may be derived from Table (5-23) . This is shown in         
Fig (5-9 ) , which shows the value of  ( log  dH   Vs   log  Q  ) .  
 
From fig (5-9 ) : 
 
Y  = 1.7062 * X  + 0.1298 
Slope of the straight line   =   m  = n= 1.7062  . 
Log  ( DC * L )  =  0C  
Log  ( DC * L )  =  0.1298 
Accordingly 
DC  * L   =  1.3483  . And for  L  =  0.60  m  then 
DC    =  2.2472 
 
The discharge equation for model 2 can be written as  : 
 
                             1.7062dHL2.2472Q ××=             (Chute slope  =  1 : 6 ) 
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5.5.3  Model 3 calculations : 
 
Table (5.24) gives the values of  dH  vs the corresponding discharge Q  for 
model 3 runs . These values were used to derive the discharge coefficient 
DC for model 3 .  
 
Table (5.24)  : dH   vs  Q  for model 3 . 
. 
Run  No . dH  Q  
 ( m ) ( m ³ / s ) 
1 0.033 0.003546 
2 0.034 0.004096 
3 0.088 0.020758 
4 0.089 0.021090 
5 0.090 0.021760 
6 0.097 0.025938 
7 0.100 0.027388 
8 0.101 0.028125 
 
Fig (5-10)  shows  the  relation  between  the  dH   and the discharge Q . 
 
Table  (5-25 )  ,  define  the  logarithm of the  variables ( dH   and Q ) similar to 
Table ( 4.23) .  
 
Table (5.25)  : Log  dH  vs  Log Q  of  model  3 .  
 
Model : 3                                 Crest width = 0.60 m              Chute slope = 1 : 3
Run  No . dH  Q  Log dH  Log Q  
 ( m ) ( m ³ / s )   
1 0.033 0.003546 -1.48148 -2.45026 
2 0.034 0.004096 -1.446852 -2.38764 
3 0.088 0.020758 -1.05552 -1.68281 
4 0.089 0.021090 -1.05061 -1.67592 
5 0.090 0.021760 -1.04575 -1.66234 
6 0.097 0.025938 -1.01322 -1.58606 
7 0.100 0.027388 -1.00000 -1.56243 
8 0.101 0.028125 -0.99567 -1.55090 
 
A graphical expression is derived from Table (5-25) . This is shown in          
Fig (5-11), which shows the value of ( log  dH  Vs  log  Q  ) .  
 
From fig (5-11) : 
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Y  = 1.7886 * X  + 0.2171 
Slope of the straight line   =   m    =  n   = 1.7886  . 
Log  ( C D * L  )  =  0C  
Log  ( C D * L  )  = 0.2171 
Accordingly 
DC * L=  1.6486   . And for  L   = 0.60 m  then  
DC =  2.7476 
 
The discharge equation for model 3 can be written as  : 
 
                             1.7886dHL2.7476Q ××=           (Chute slope  =  1 : 3 ) 
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5.5.4  Results comparison : 
 
The following table (5.26) represented the ( Slope – Discharge coefficient  ) 
results obtained from the model tests. 
 
Table:  (5.26) : Discharge coefficient 
 
Model No. Crest Length Slope DC maxdH/ H 
1 1.20 1 : 6 2.6267 0.3250 
2 0.60 1 : 6 2.2472 0.8917 
3 0.60 1 : 3 2.7476 0.8416 
 
 
An important issue is to examine the validity of the derived equations.             
A comparison between the discharge values computed from the measured data 
with that computed from the derived equations for each model is shown in the 
tables below. The average difference between these values were determined by 
the Root Mean Square Error ( RMSE ) for each model .  
 
RMSE = ( Σ ( Q m – Q e ) 2  / N ) 0.5 
 
The Root Mean Square Error ( RMSE ) is among the best overall measures of 
model performance , as it summarize the mean difference in the units of Q . 
The ( RMSE ) were determined for each model in Tables (5.27) to (5.29). 
 
Table : (5.27)  Model 1 Results  Computation . 
 
Model  1 Q measured Q equation ( Q m – Q e ) 2 
Run  No. ( m ³ / s ) ( m ³ / s )  
1 0.003726 0.003771 2.025E-9 
2 0.006995 0.007146 2.280E-8 
3 0.007683 0.007575 1.166E-8 
4 0.008393 0.008014 1.436E-7 
5 0.008878 0.008924 2.116E-9 
6 0.010914 0.010865 2.400E-9 
7 0.011714 0.011895 3.276E-8 
8 0.012813 0.012963 2.250E-8 
   Σ 2.3948E-7 
 
RMSE = ( Σ ( Q m – Q e ) 2  / N ) 0.5   = 1.73 E-4 
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Table : (5.28)  Model 2 Results  Computation .   
 
Model  2 Q measured Q equation ( Q m – Q e ) 2 
Run  No. ( m ³ / s ) ( m ³ / s )  
1 0.001641 0.001702 3.721E-09 
2 0.004096 0.004000 9.216E-09 
3 0.005479 0.005554 5.625E-09 
4 0.007683 0.007852 2.856E-08 
5 0.008393 0.008407 1.961E-10 
6  0.011179  0.010164 1.030E-06 
7 0.011986 0.011732 6.452E-08 
8 0.021090 0.021739 4.213E-07 
9 0.027388 0.027893 2.550E-07 
10 0.029242 0.029766 2.981E-07 
   Σ 2.0936E-6 
 
RMSE = ( Σ ( Q m – Q e ) 2  / N ) 0.5   = 4.576 E-4 
 
 
Table : (5.29)   Model 3 Results  Computation . 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The experimental results shown in tables (5.27)  to  (5.29) represented that the 
derived equations provide a good estimate to find the discharge of the chute 
models.  
 
Model  3 Q measured Q equation ( Q m – Q e ) 2 
Run  No. ( m ³ / s ) ( m ³ / s )  
1 0.003546 0.003692 2.1458E-08 
2 0.004096 0.003895 4.0399E-08 
3 0.020758 0.021341 3.39414-07 
4 0.021090 0.021776 4.70982-07 
5 0.021760 0.022215 2.07798-07 
6 0.025938 0.025410 2.88754-07 
7 0.027388 0.026823 3.19406-07 
8 0.028125 0.027305 6.73247-07 
   Σ = 2.3614E-6
 
RMSE = ( Σ ( Q m – Q e ) 2  / N ) 0.5   = 5.433 E-4 
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Chapter ( 6 ) 
 
Conclusion and recommendations 
 
 
In this research the flow over a chute spillway is investigated. The results from 
laboratories tests on physical models were used for calibration of these relations. 
Relations to define water surface profile and discharge equations were developed. 
 
From the results of the study one can conclude the following: 
 
1. The general relation for defining the water surface profile for chute spillway channel 
follow the form of equation  
 
                                                            m
d H
xC
H
y ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛                                                                            
                                               
Where C & m are a constants.   
        
For this study values of C are found to be in the range of 0.5708 to 0.6133 while values 
for m in the range of – 0.187 to – 0. 2116. 
 
2. The experimental results indicated that the upper surface profile of water flowing 
over the crest of a chute spillway is dependent upon the slope of the chute channel. As 
the chute slope increases, the water surface profile over the crest must be slumped. 
 
3. The general relation for defining the flow over the crest of a chute spillway is 
governed by the relationship 
 
                                                            ndD HLCQ =  
 
Where Q is the discharge and DC  is the discharge coefficient. The value of discharge 
coefficient is found to be between 2.24 and 2.75, influenced by the slope of the chute 
channel and increases when increasing the slope of the chute channel ( kept all other 
factors constant ) . 
 
4. For steep chute spillway the accuracy of calculating the discharge coefficient DC  is 
less than for the case of flatter slopes. 
 
5. Critical flow occurs when the flow passes over the crest upstream the brink point. 
Then the flow enters the chute channel as supercritical flow. So the chute channel must 
be designed to contain a supercritical flow.  
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In concluding this study it is strongly recommended carrying out more studies to better 
understand the behavior of flow over a chute spillway. These studies must be conducted 
for large discharge values and different roughness magnitude. 
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